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Campus in Chaos
Grebstein Reveals Budget Cut Plans
By David Schwartz
"There's been a lot of tissues used
around here the last few days," said
Selma Aronson last Friday, "times are
bad."
She is the secretary in the Freshman
Studies office. It was learned last week
that Freshman Studies and the DEO
(Division of Educational Opportunity)
were the two biggest victims of the
proposed cuts in Governor Cuomo's
budget.
Stating that "I think it would be
unfair and unkind to have people
dangle over the fire any longer,"
eresident Gr'ebstein has revealed the

Administration's plans to meet
Cuomo's request for 90 position cut's
from Purchase. The plans (which won't
be final until the Legislature approves
the Cuomo budget) include:
• The elimination of the entire
Freshman Studies program, including
the teachers K.ay Capo, John Forrest,
Marjorie Miller, Harry Stessel, and
David Tanner.
• A cut of seven full faculty positions
and at least two support positions from
the DEO program, including the
teachers AlanSado'Vnik, David
Shimkin, Thomasina Hutchins, Peter
Agree, Adele Blaufard, Ernestina

John Forrest, David Tanner, Marjorie Miller, and Harry Stessel, Freshman Studies

Freshman Studies-

The Lecture That Wasn't

By Beth SchoenhOltz
It was 7:00 and freshmen were bound
for the Wednesday night Freshman
Studies lecture in the Humanities
Auditorium. It was a lecture that will
lot be forgotten.
There were faces missing; we were not
pled by the professors at the door.
We were not given attendance slips or
In outline of David Tanner's planned
lecture on Freud.
Students found their seats and
quieted down more quickly than usual.
AI Hunt, Lower Division Dean, walked
to the podium. His normal short
lleeved shirt and casual slacks were
replaced by a dark, serious-looking suit.
One student whispered, "Shit, did some
one die?"
Hunt began to speak. Smiles crept
onto students' faces when he said the we
would only be kept for ten minutes. As
he explained the reason for the short
stay, the smiles became frowns and

growls, and expressions of anger and
disbelief.
Hunt began by saying that Freshman
Studies had received higher evaluations
than any other program on campus. He
said that our professors care for us
deeply and that he didn't want them to
be there tonight when he told us the
news. Anticipation was rising, and the
auditorium was dead quiet.
A' unanimous gasp came from the
audience when Hunt announced that
the Freshman Studies program would
be cut if Cuomo's budget went through.
Among the shouts from the audience:
"Bullshit!"
"That's disgusting."
"What do you meanT'
"Jesus Christ!"
Dean Hunt explained the situation
haltingly, pausing to gain strength in his
quivering voice. Some students were
crying quietly. Hunt tried to console us
by his reassurance that the program

Hager, and J.>auline Didato. This
throws the status of the DEO program
into disarray. Faculty and students were
called to an emergency meeting this
Monday to talk about the program's
future.
• Sally Banes, the popular dance history
instructor who was up for review, will
have her contract terminated in August.
• The positions held by Social Sciences
teachers Phil Weitzman, and K.ent
Robertson, scheduled to be vacated this
August, will remain vacant.
• 'One instructional position will be lost
in the Phys. Ed. department, two part
time langua~e teachers will be cut, and

would continue through the semester,
and that the decision was not definite.
Hands . shot up, and questions were
asked:
"Are any other programs being
affected by this? What about the arts
programs?"
Dean Hunt didn't hesitate in his
answer, "Everyone will be affected by
this, but the Letters and Sciences
program will probably be the hardest
hit."
"What can we do?"
Hunt responded by saying that letter
writing would be helpful.
"What about Freshman Studies
teachers who teach other classes? Will
they still be teaching those classes?"
"No." He was unsettled as he
continued, "Those teachers will move
off campus and will not be affiliated
with Purchase anymore."
He said that the teachers were at the
Hilltop waiting for him to return and
tell them how we took the news. Hunt's
usual jovial manner was absent as he
assured us that Professor Tanner would
deliver his lecture on Freud next week.
He apologized to us and asked us to
Continued on page 6

one and a half positions will be cut from
the VA department.
• Five out of sixteen public safety
officers will be cut.
• The Residence Life office will lose two
out of five people on its professional
staff.
• 38 maintenenance pOSitIOns will be
cut, including 18 custodians, 6
maintenance people in the dorms, 3
groundsmen, 8 repairmen, 2
supervisors, and a bus driver.
• Secretaries and staff will be cut
throughout the school, including five
positions lost in the library, and four in
the Center For the Arts.
The cuts have not been announced
publicly. Last Wednesday, at a faculty
meeting, the President spoke after an
entertainment prologue by the
Purchase Gosper Choir. "Now we're
going to need all the spirituality we can
muster. We're going from the spiritual
to the miserable."
Grebstein painted a grim picture of
the budget situation. "It is chaos. All
state agencies are in chaos. Never before
has so sweeping a reduction been made
with so little warning ... The signals from
the executive chamber are singularly,
consistently discouraging. The
Governor is against tax increases. There
have been no lobbying efforts with the
legislature. "
He then announced that, against
advice from SUNY Central, he would
reveal his plans for the budget cuts. The
cuts, thus, are being revealed while there
is still some hope that the legislature will
restore money to save the positions.
Grebstein revealed his plans
throughout the day to the school's
Deans and Directors, and to the Faculty
Budget Committee, asking each of these
groups to keep the news confidential
aside from informing the individuals
whose jobs are affected.
Yet the confidentiality didn't last
long. Al Hunt, Associate Dean for
Lower Division, made the news about
Freshman Studies public at the class's
weekly lab session that night. (see article
below) The next morning, The Load
printed a special one-page supplement,
Continued on page 4
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M'e eting
An important town meeting will be
held this Wednesday, February 23rd,
lin the Humanities Auditorium at noon.
IT he Budget crisis will be discussed,
along with possible lobbying efforts,
la nd planning for next year's academic
Iprogram. Students, faculty, staff, and
administration are all urged to attend
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The Load

Faculty Supports Bell's Compromise
•

By Timothy Men.rrah
had some system of an all-campus
Nancy' Krisch, Cliairperson of tile
SUNY at Purchase
The faculty voted unanimously last governance. "They thought of us as Student Senate Academic Committee.
Wednesday to approve in principle a amusingly achronistic," Bell joked, who attended the meeting, said that she
Purchase, NY 10577
revised all-campus governance claiming to just be reporting the facts, 'liked the proposal because it would fit
914-253-9097
the needs of the students, as she sees il
t - - - - - - --------,---I document which would give students, not pushing his own case.
The document is now named the "This gives a real opportunity to have.
and staff voting say in college issues.
The document prepared by Bell and College Senate, noted Bell, explaining voice in what goes on at the. College."
voice that never existed before."
the Faculty Executive Committee was that the system was not really "all
Inside The Load
campus,"
or
truly
representative,
The d~cument will now sit for a
approving
as
a
working
document.
Full Budget Coverage
because it preserves voting dominance month, as suggestions for change rollin.
Written
sugggestions
for
adjustment
~ix pages of articles related to the
At the March meeting, the new
will be accepted by Bell before the for faculty and students.
crippling aftermath of Cuomo's
Peter Schwab, who co-chaired the
proposals will be debated and possibly
faculty's
next
scheduled
meeting
on
IProposed budget. Pages 1, 3, 4, 5, 6,
summer by-law committee with Gari integrated into the document. "If a1I"
March
16th.
land an editorial on page 17
laGuardia, said that he supported the goes smoothly," commented onefaculty.
After President Grebstein opened the
new plan, stating that the "philosophy member who favors the propsal, "tbia
meeting
with
a
sobering
talk
about
the
~ Speaker Spotlight
current budget crisis, Bell gave a brief behind it is not far from what we thing should be in place by ne,xt fan.
,A new feature, highlighting the many
history of the governance issue. The proposed.'
interesting speakers who come to
idea for an All-Campus Senate was
GOVERNANCE PROPOSAL: REVISED BY FACULTY EXECUTIVE COHMIT'l'EE:
this school each week.
approved by the faculty last April.
STRUCTURE &. COHPOSITION
Proposed by-laws for the Senate were
F - Faculty
Theater Reviews
- Students
drawn up over' the summer, and were to
~
!Moonchildren and Goodnight, Gracie
s - staff
have
been
voted
on
by
October.
Many
COLLEGE SENATE
A
- Administra tion
r~viewed, on page 9 •
faculty felt the proposed by-laws would
President
(elected bv F)
take away too much power from the
Why Cuba?
2NTP I2CS1.l
7. STUDENTS
140MD'.
ITcFACULTY
faculty.
Debate
went
on
all
last
Pres.· ~·
Dean orlAS
.'r_•• V-Y'.- :of S'enaee
Pre~Z2 V-P's
Our man, Tim McDarrah, went to
CSEA
&. 1 allCll
1
Arts.Dean
semester, resulting in a proposal for a
3S ~""ll-time)
the land of Ricky Ricardo to look at
repre..lltatl,.
IS (part-time) Dean of CE
(;~~~
governance
system
with
both
an
AII
from eacb.
he country behind the myth. pp. 18-19.
Campus Senate and a Faculty Council,
T
BUDGET
T
cmtaT'lD
•
EDUCAnONAL POLICY COHMIT'l'EE
with the important academic decisions
Chiir-v-p of Seaat.
Clildi!'v-p of Senate
(elected by faculty)
. .(alected by facul ty)
left to the faculty.
Editor-in-Chief
As reported in the last issue of The
Dm'1lC5EI
rnTP"
m
35
l3F
.135-: .
David Schwartz
ea:ch-T l- ax. off.
Load, Bell voided that decision,
~ each. Div.1 Ch&1r, acado """"R8gIStrar
F•.
partaffairs;
vision
I
2
elected
·Dir.of
.
News Editor
claiming that, as he explained to the full
parttime
2 elected
AdmissiODS
time
Timothy McDarrah
faculty Wednesday, he was "moving in a
direction that I feel the faculty as a
Design
I ~
SCHOLARSHIP
BALA
CURRIr::uLUM ADJocrSSII'INS
whole will support," pointing to last
Melanie Pitts
COMMItTEE
COMM.
STANDARDS
COMMI.TTEE
April's vote of confidence in the all
Gloria Munzer
•
·2F·
campus system.
2NTP's'
Typesetting
Dean of
"The proposal before you," Bell said,
Lisa Collins
.Lower
"actually strengthens the faculty's
lDiv.
Photography Editors
voice." In it, the faculty fills 17 ofthe 31
CAMPUS LIFE COHMI'l'TKB
Janice Young
seats, dominates the key committees,
ARTS!
.
f3F •6S• 2NTP • lCSEA
Caroline Howard
@'
3S
NTPI
and elects the Senate's President and
. -'
·1
.
Staff, Contributors
two vice presidents.
AFFIRMATlv~ ACTION
NOMINATING COHKITnm
Bell pointed out that at a. recent
A. Dean Bell, Andy Berenyi, Sheila
convention he attended, of presiding
Bermel, Richard Campbell, Laurent
13F.3S.3NTP.3CSEA.
Fin.Aid
13F.3S.2NTP,lCSEA
]
officers from SUNY facuIties, he found
Dir. of Adm:I.s~i_
Ehrman, John Gray, Jan Halaska,
that every campus, except Purchase,
Carolyn Lawrence, Linda Lennon,
conducted the workshop, in which.
I Louise Leonard, Scott McGaha,
hotIine volunteers learned techniquesol;
Valerie McGahee, Jesse Mentken,
active
listening, which is the basis ofltU
Eva Papp, Susan Quarles, Cary
telephone counseling, and how to
Rubin, Beth Schoen holtz, Paul
respond to questions about sex and
Sedita, Leslie Sherr, Eric Stull,
sexuality,
suicide, depression, rape,
Susan Sweeney, Mr. Wonderful:
.
'.
drug
and
alcohol
abuse, and aggression.
William J. "Billy-boy" Taylor, Daniel
By Susan Quarles
Pubh~ Safety, and f~om RIchard
In addition, hotline workers participate
Webster, Victoria Grace Weisel,
What can you do if you feel depressed Alpenn and the Counseling Center..
in weekly workshops given by
and Jon Crystal as the Persona Non
and
lonely
and
there's
no
one
you
can
The
32
students
who
staff
the.hothne
professionals from various community
Grata
talk to? What can you do if your were. selected through a ng~rous services.
fhe Load is an independent
The hotline is open from 4 p.m. 102 1
roommate hasn't washed Ii dish in six screemng process, ~ave. al~ SIgned
!publication, financed by the
months and you're ready to murder him statements. of ~onfIdentIahty,. a.nd a.m. Thursdays through Tuesdays and
Student Senate and produced
with a dirty fork? What can you do if attened an mtenSIve weekend trammg ,from 4 p.m. to 4 a.m. Wednesdays in
by the students 0/ SVNY
you think you have VD and don't know wo.rkshop. Memb~rs .of Refer rooms 1019 and 1021 in the Social \
Purchase.
.
where to go for help? The Hear-to-Help SWItchboard, a ,.hothne 10 Albany, Sciences building (253-5083).
TIT
hotline is open and ready to help with 'I TL
any 'prob~em, ~ke referr~ls, a.nd.6.
prOVIde ImmedIate, confIdentIal
counseling and crisis intervention.
A column by Jesse Mentken
The hotline, which is Liz Gross'
senior project, was established to
caught fire. The alarm went off. but of
combat the isolation and alienation on
course no one paid any attention toil
campus, and was a direct tesult of the
Three officers and two supervisors The R.A.'s had to rush back and teD
suicides that occured here last summer. will be cut from the public sec~rity force people that this alarm was for real
"I feel like this is a service this campus as a result of the budget cuts. According Nevertheless, the wing was not emptied
has been lacking," Liz says. "The to Mark Albrecht, Director of Public entirely.
hotIine is somebody right there, right Safety, one of these cuts will mean the
This incident shows just how seriol!.
away. It is the height of students end of dorm patrol.
the situation has become. When fIres
for Theater X pieces and artwork,
reaching out to help other students,
Another result will be a greater need occur and people do not respond,
letters, back page messages,
because
the
isolation
can
sometimes
be
for
the Student Patrol. With fewer tragedies are imminent.
advertisements, guest columns and
overhwelming."
officers,
the patrol will be crucial in
Some of the recent alarms have been
opinion pieces
The hotline was designed to provide keeping this campus safe.
a result of alarm malfunctiOOI.
students with services that the
Albrecht urges all those who applied Maintenance is currently repairing this.
The Load will have a
Counseling Center could not be last semester to apply again. New It is not surprising that a system that hal
staff meeting on
expected to provide. Succesful hotIines volunteers are urged to apply.
been used at least sixty times within the
VVednesday, February at SUNY Albany, SUNY New Paltz,' At a recent meeting plans were last six months is wearing down_
Adelphi University were used as discussed to get patrol members jackets,
23rd, in the Load .and
models for the hotline here. The to give them some sort of training and to
Office, Room 0028,
purposes of the hotline are to provide also throw a Student Patrol party.
Two Purchase students wound up in
supportive listening to callers, and to
Campus Center South
the hospital as a result of a car crash on
help callers clarify their feelings, arrive_
Anderson Hill Road at the colleSt
at 10:30 p.m. Anyone
at their own decisions, and plan their
They continue.
entrance. The incident was handled by
interested il' joining
own courses of action. The hotline
One fire drill last week was authentic. 'Harrison Police; the accident resulted in
offers drop-in counseling, and receives Yes,there was an actual fire to go with .a broken leg for one girl, and stitches iD I II
the paper .is urged to
support from Mark Albrecht and .the alarm. A garbage can in C-D wing the head for .another girl.
attend.
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was acting President," says Sorhaindo,
"was the only time I felt like our
program was part of the college. He
used to come to our meetings, talk to
our students."
President Grebstein was not
expected, though, at the emergency
meeting held this Monday for DEO
students. At this meeting, the students
were to be told that Alan Sadovnik,
Andrea Blaufarb, David Shimkin, three
of the most popular DEO teachers, were
among the seven to be cut. The students
were also to have been given a sense of
what's going to become of the program
next year.
"For the last two years, Major
Thomas (currently on leave, the
Director of the DEO program) has

DEO's Status Unclear After Cuts
By David Schwartz
*Question: (To Renneth Sorhaindo,
Acting Director of the Division of
&lucation Opportunity program) How
many times have you consulted with
President Grebstein this year about the
DEO program.
Answer: I have never met with
President Grebstein, until I was called'
in last week to be told that we were
losing 7 out of our 16 faculty positions.
'While Theater classes, for example,
are given the prefix THE in course
tistings, and Psychology classes the
prefix PSY, the prefix for all DEO
classes begins with X.
*Question: (To Barbara Marks, DEO
Assistant who will be losing her
position) Your program must be in a
state of chaos now.
Answer: tt's been in a state of chaos
for months.

•••
The status of the DEO program has
been unclear for a long time. Now, with
its faculty being cut nearly in half, the
program is faced with some of these
prospects: lower enrollment, more
crowded classes, and integration of the
program into the Letters and Sciences
program.
One thing is clear; the Administration
must come up very quickly with a clear
plan for the future of DEO. Renneth
Sorhaindo. the program's current
director, says "We're going to start
interviewing people this week for fall
admission. What am I going to tell
them?"
As of now, there is no message from
tbe Administration, aside from Nat
Siegel's comment, "There will be a DEO
program next fall," which gives any idea
of the future of DEO.
The DEO program, .for those who
don't know, is a .program for the

HI have never met with
President Grebstein,
until I was called in last

l

w~ek."

;
of asked the Administration for a plan. We
~ haven't received one," says Sorhaindo.
c Now, it appears that some kind of
integration into the L & S program is
;: necessary. "Our faculty will be used
around the school, for basic writing and
_----:=-"'_-:--:--:-_:--....,...._----,,,..-,----.:._--:---:--::---:----=-=~--~------.ii. math classes , for examp Ie." says
Renneth Sorhaindo, Acting Director of the Division of Educational Opportunity
• Sorhaindo.
"educatiqnally disadvantaged." It is a'teaching students. Most other EOP . He asks whether or not the college
·two-year preparatory program, with its
programs offer counseling and tutoring Will be bound to following the college
own registrar (a position which will be
alon·e.
'
catalog's description of DEO for the
cut, however). Students are prepared to
The student-teacher ratio has become students currently in the program. "My
ent~r the "regular" Purchase program at
very low over the last few years. From se?se i~ that st~dents sho~ld get what we
JUnIor year level.
.
its 1980 height of 201 full-time said Will be delIvered. With the 9 people
It has been an expensive program to
enrollments, the DEO program has we have left, I think we can do this. I see
run. because, as its brochure explains, it declined to 126 FTE's. This leaves less the catalog as a binding contract," he
offer~, "limited class size. frequent class
than eight students to each teacher. In says. .
. .
.
meetmgs, and a f~culty accessible for explaining this, Sorhaindo says, "We
Pohcy deCISIOns aSI.de, the human
conferences, tutonng and counselling.
have not had much commitment fron• . loss has had a devastatmg effect on the
all helping students to overcome past
the Admissions people. We recruit from DEO program. "Students are angry,"
acade~ic deficiencies.". .It is the only . the Bronx. and Central Harlem. Maybe says Sorhaindo. The day the news was
EducatIOnal OppurtunIty Program in
admissions counselors are afraid to go annou~ced, one DEO student was
the state which has its own divisional
there."
heard m the hall, complaining, "Why do
structure. its own complete faculty
"Two years ago, when Henrik Dullea they have to take the good people?"

f
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In Tribute
By Alfred Hunt
Associate Dean for Lower Division
S('\'rra l days ago I was summoned to the President's Office where I was
inform('d by the President and Vice President for Academic Affairs that because
oflhdinancial crisis the administration had decided that the five junior faculty
traching the Freshman Studies Program would be terminated as of Augusl 31,
1983 if lhe current budget situation was unchanged. Obviously everyone is
\ilddened by the state's fiscal crisis as it affects education in New York, and
particularly how it will affect the educational environment of the College at
.
I' urrhase.
In spite of the feelings that we all have concerning retrenchments and
Ilubacks I am compdlcd to remind the Purchase community of one particularly
~ad loss. The elimination of the Freshman Studies Program indicates an
iKiminislrative choice that values Ihe traditional majors over 'what is called
"grlleral education," that is to say freshman and sophomore foundation courses
that ronc£ntrate on skills, readi ng and writ ing, close advisi ng and in troductory
I"OlITses lbat prepare students for more specialiu'd work. Such a choi ce between
majors and general education is not an easy one and the decision al Purchase to
go with tlw majors is popular with many constituen cies and not in and of itself a
disasler. There,is nothing educationally sacred about the Freshman Studies
Program per se; however, t he Coll ege will not be a better place nex t year beca use
fir til{' loss of five very dedicate('. faculty membcrs.
The five Freshman studies faculty have each taught Ihree courses a semester
\inn' they came to Purchase which represents as high a leaching load as there is
,," rampus. The same Freshman Studies faculty each advised alleast 40 students
r;lfh semester. Advising to them has not meanl simply the signing of registration
forms because they met regularly wi th the studcn ts throughout the semester. To
my knowl rdge this faculty is the only faculty who have been evaluated in writing
b} their students on their advising: those evalualions were consistently high .
furthermore three of the faculty have lived on campus for at least two years and
lilV(' made contribulions 10 the social life that only faculty-in-residence can
make. The other two faculty who live off campus spent a minimum of 30 hours
lin campus ('ach week even though one of them has a new baby and the other one
fil,('S 50 miles away. Each semester the Freshman Studies fa culty carefully assign
,11111 read six essays from each of their students totalling 31 0 five-page essays per
WDlesler. Each year before the beginning of fall classes, Ihe faculty reported to
work one w('ek before the students to discuss the program, advising, tesling and
placement. During the registralion process the facliity staffed their offices three
Iday.o/m ight from 9:00 to S:OO . All of this efforl was .done in spite of the fact that

some colh' ge constituencies resented their prescnce and coveted the faculty lim's '
that staff the program. During those hard times, the Freshman Studi('s faculty,
kept their heads high and from what seems apparent from student e,'aluations,
produced a solid, perhaps even distinguished , required freshman foundations
course. Kay Capo. John Forrest. Marjori e Mill er, Harry Stessel. and David
Tanner are community builders. Morale was high. even though they were the
lowest paid full-time fa culty members on campus.
My point in cataloging the commitment and responsibilities of this small but
hard working team is to suggest thai whik the College will continu(" the
education wi 11 suffer.
Five wonderful people will lose their jobs. but not their spirit. As for me. I
have my job but. .. I have lost my spirit.

til have my job,
but... I have lost
my spirit."
-AI Hunt

.
Photo by ClII'Ollne Howard
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How Other SUNY's Are
Handling the Bad News
By David Schwartz
President Grebstein's decision-to not
"let· people dangle any longer over the
fire," and reveal his budget cut p'lans,
caught many by surprise. As Grebstein
stated at the faculty meeting; his
decision went against advice from
SUNY Central to maintain
confidentiality_ Which raises the
question: what is happening now at the
other SUNY campuses?
The decision whether or not to
remain confidential is clearly one made
by individual campuses. Bob Perrin,
Vice Chancellor for the SUNY system,
said, "It wasn't a directive ffom SUNY
Central to be confidential... the
campuses were urged to be cautious.
One of the anomalies here is that cuts
have to be made before the budget is
passed." Which poses a dilemma for
each campus: Announce the cuts, even
though some positions may be restored,
or keep the information hidden,in the
hope that relief will come before anyone
must be hurt. "The President made a
courageous decision in releasing the
cuts," says Carlo Parrovano, Budget
Committee Chairman.
The following information was
gathered from administrators, student
government leaders, and student
journalists from around the SUNY
system.

Cortland
Goes puhlic right away
Pink slips were in the mail almost
immediately at this, the first SUNY
school to go public with its budget cut
plans. A school with 5,370 students,
Cortland lost 71 positions, including 24
faculty.
The following major programs have
been cut, though classes will still be
offered: Black studies, music, and all
languages. There have been cuts in
chemistry, math, and physical
education. The ice hockey and women's
softball teams have been eliminated,
and the football team has been
"suspended" for two years.

Old Westbury
The standard confidentiality
According to Bob McVeigh, Director
of Public Relations, "Noone has been
given pink slips. The President has had
meetings with the Faculty, NTP's, and
CSEA's ... they only know in general
what areas are going to be cut." Old
Westbury, which, because of its

reputation as an innovative school, is
considered a sister college to Purchase.
It has 2,934 students, and will be losing
55 positions, including 15 faculty.
The administration's decision to keep
the cuts confidential· seems to be the
standard around the SUNY system.

Oswego
Bit cuts in Phys. Ed.
The administration has released, by
department, how many would be cut,
Of 48 requested faculty cuts, to will
come from a merging of the men's and
women's phys. ed. departments.
Oswego, which has 6,787 students, was
requested to cut 112 positions. The
president submitted 100 of these
positions,which are the ones he has
announced.
Since the President didn't account for
all 112 requested positions, SUNY
Central banded him an envelope, with
II more positions listed, which they
decided would be cut.· The Oswego
admimstration is allowing the heads of
eacn department to decide where the
specific cuts will be made.
The President was able to make· his
decisions based on b,!dget committee
recommendations. Apparently, at
Oswego, the magnitude of the cuts, and
the timetable, had been anticipated. As
President Grebstein pointed out,
"Many SUNY schools are used to
retrenchment. Purchase has never had
to deal with this."

Oneonta
A good governance system
According to Dr. Brush, the V.P. of
Academic Affairs, the Budget
Committee made the decisions about
cuts. It is a standing committee, with 20
25 students, administrators, and
faculty, which determined where cuts
would be made after listening to all of
the department heads. A school with
6,060 students, Oneonta will be losing
86 positions, including 35 faculty.
Though all members of the
committee, of course, know where the
cuts are being made, the information is
still being kept confidentiat Brush says,
though, that "We didn't even eliminate
a major, and seven or eight departments
didn't get cut." President Grebstein
pointed out that the Oneonta Budget
Committee is not an elected one - it is
appointed by the President.

NewPalt%
No positions listed
"We did not list positions for SUNY
Central," says Dr. Gianeschi, V.P. for
Public Affairs. "We gave alternatives."
Though the New Paltz administration
has come up with names and positions,
these were not submitted to Albany,
and remain confidential. Albany
received, instead, recommendations of
alternatives which could save positions.

increase," proposing that students at the
four Univeristy Centers (Binghamton,
Albany, Stony Brook, and Buffalo) pay
higher tuition, in order to save
positions.
When asked whether what the
process bas been to come up wid!
positions and names if necessary, CabiIl
replied, "So far there has been DO
process ... but if the tuition hike idea .
rejected, the faculty committees will be
deeply involved in the process." In 1975

Potsdam
The Plan's not final
Bruce Conroe, Associate VP for
Academic Affairs, says that "All
schools have until the 25th to submit a
final plan to Albany." The Potsdam
administration has submitted positions,
but decided to keep the information
confidential. Also, after they hear from
SUNY Central, Potsdam will consider
whether or not it wants to change its
plan. Purchase haS the same option, but
according to President Grebsteitt,
"Political pressUJ;e or coercion won't
cause me to change what rve done."
And Carlo Parrovano, co-chairman of
the Budget Committee, says, "All sides
here ~ere given a fair hearing."

Binghamton
The big boys balk
"Nobody in the administration has
asked for recommendations about
names, and nobody wants to. And we
haven't challenged that," says John
Cahill, chairman of the Student
Association Rules Committee. "Every
college was told to give in names but
administrations are acting differently.
Our administration decided that the
Phase II cuts were unthinkable,
cataclysmic. "
Binghmaton has challenged SUNY
Central, and President Clifford Clark
has asked for a "differential tuition

Binghamton has challenged
SUNY Central, askingfor tuition
hikes in order to save positions.
They decided that· the cuts wert
"unthinkable, cataclysmic." .
76, the last year of drastic budget cv,
SUNY was censured by the AAP uDioa
for not subutitting names earlyenauab
to let teachers look for new jobs.

Stony Broole
The big hush
Stony Brook stands to lose •
devastating 110 faculty positions~ Gut
Yablonski, Assistant to the VP for
Unviersity Affairs, says "RecommeDd
ations have been made, and will not be
released here until notification camel
from SUNY Central."

Albany
80 Faculty Cuts
Though Albany has neither releaJCd.
nor finalized, their recommendatialll.
decisions have been made in general
about which departments wiU be C1IL
Albany is slated to lose 80 facuItJ
positions. While departments have bceI
informed how many positions will be
cut, no positions or names have
revealed.

Come to 'l1Ie Pub in Campus Center

VVLUoLl"

With new prices, new hours, and an expanded
and the new Back Bar, for light snacks and
Hours
Mon., Tue., Thur., ....................................... 7:00 p.m. -12..00
Wednesday, Friday ....................................... 4:00 p.m. . 1:00
Saturday ................................................ 7:00 p.m. · 1:00
(foods available until 'h-hour before clOsing)

DAILY SPECIALS
Monday: Hot ~ and Mustard.
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. 25¢

Tuesday: Sbrimp and Clams on the half shell
Campus in Chaos--------
7:00 - 9:00·p.m. 30¢ each for high quality shrimps and clams
Continued from pale one

Still, plans to fight for restoration are
detailing the budget cuts, which it had
underway.
The question is, though..
learned through investigation the day
what will SUNY Central be fighting for?
before.
The news about the cuts has At the emergency UUP meeting last
demoralized and upset much of the week, Joe Fashing, union president,
campus. Yet Grebstein's decision to said that the UUP has, for the first time,
reveal his decisions was supported by taken a stand against "Bundy Aid,"
the faculty. Humanities Chairperson which is the $93 million given by the
Christine Grontkowski told the state to private colleges each year. This
President at the faculty meeting, "I'd is 25% more than the other 49 states,
like to commend you for the combined, give to private colleges. Yet
compassion and morality of your SUNY Central shows no intention of
fighting Bundy Aid. In an article last
decision."
The Student Senate,and the Union of Saturday in the New York Times,
University Professionals, both held SUNY Board of Trustees Chairman
emergency meetings last Wednesday to Donald Blinken wrote "the private and
discuss plans to lobby for the legislature public sectors should avoid attacking
to restore funds to the SUNY budget. It the level of public support that the other
is unclear, though, whether restored intends to seek."
Tuition Hikes
money would save any of the threatened
positions. Pat Coughlin, Vice President
Blinken's article hinted that SUNY
of Finance, said, "If there is a may ask for more tuition hikes to offset
restoration, there would be a lump sum the budget cuts. He writes, " .. .it is
restoration to SUNY Central. This may e~sential that the public sector avoid
or may not be given back to the schools trying to lure qualified students by
pro rata."
Continued on page six
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Wednesday: Happy Hour
4:00 - 6:00 p.m. Assorted cheese and chips
FrIday: Hot Hora D'Oeuvres
Served from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Saturday: Miclnigbt Pizza
Free with purchase of food or beverage

THURSDAYS ARE COUPON NIGHTS
cllp and save
Thursday, February 24th
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Free fries w / beverage and burger or hotdog
(Bring this coupon)

THE PUB

----------------------------

1bursday, March 3rd.
7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Free chile on hot dogs
(Bring this coupon)

THE PUB

The Load Interview-

Kay Capo, Freshman 'Studies

(In Memoriam)
By Beth Schoenholtz
Dr. Kay Capo' is one of the five Freshman Studies
Ittlchers whose positions are in jeopardy due to the
IRIdge/ cuts. This interview was done before the
pltmned cuts were announced. Dr .. Capo earned her
IA. in ' Philosophy and English from LeMoyne
College in Syracuse and her PhD.from Northwestern
University in Theater and Interpretation. Before
Ittlching at Purchase (starting in Fall 1980). she taught
Q/ SUNY Oneonta. Northwestern University. and
wyola University in Chicago.
Kay Capo was one of the first teachers that
Freshmen saw last semester. She welcomed them. with
pride in Purchase andpride in her work. We met in her
office on a Thursday to talk about Purchase. her work.
GIld,", exciting event that took place in her life at the
tIId of last semester, the birth of her son Jamie.

What do you think of the Freshman Studies program?
Freshman Studies really addresses, at least for me,
\be he¥f, of what education should be all about. I'm
laY excited and positive about the program. I'm also
way positive about my colleagues and about the
ltIIdents who, to me, seem incredibly enthusiastic.
There's a great feeling of satistfaction in helping
students read works in their original form. In some
schools Freshmen are herded into enormous
introductory courses where they read textbook digests
Df great thinkers. It seems to me that there is implicit
respect for student intelligence in the Freshman
Studies program.
HDw would you improve the program?
I wish that we had, budget-wise, some of the extra
lIonies that were available to us the first year or two.
There should be a practical way to set up field trips for
Freshmen. It might be good to break down the classes
we have now into mixed groups that could participate
~D and off campus, but that costs money.
Which books would you not have included on the
:lfItfng list this year?
That's a hard question. I think we struggled very
IOItl and bard with the queslion of what books to
iDclude and I feel very happy with the ones we picked.
Not every Freshman is going to feel happy about every
.book. It seems to me that we did some service both to
Freshmen and to the writers that we chose, by
choosing authors who sort of naturally flow into one
Bother. For example, once you've talked about
Plato's Republic as a work of Utopian politics, Marx's
theories make a lot more sense. The program is not
meant to be a complete survey of Western intellectual
thought. It would be ludicrous to expect that kind of
comprehensiveness; so we touch base with, and I think
rtally hone in on, deeply, a few texts. Sure, there are
CDormous areas of history that we can't possibly hope
to touch upon in any depth. But I feel happy with the
idea of dose reading of a few short texts rather than
trying to grapple with three thousand years of Western
Clliture in a survey approach.
How do you feel about the fact that we're only reading
fIfIt book by a woman author?
Iargued very strongly two years ago that we include
Ylfginia Woolf and we did include her last year and are
rtpeating with the inclusion of To The Lighthouse. I
personally included a medieval text which dealt with
chivalric legend because of the influence of Eleanor of
Aquitane's court in developing courtly love poetry. I
rat that their inclusion would give me the opportunity
to make people aware that women were not
completeLy absent, although they were, for the most
part, unfortunately, invisible in written culture up to
the 20th century. I wish we could get some suggestions
from students about the inclusion of earlier women.
Wilt is the importance of the Wednesday night lab?
This is a very divided campus and students think of
themselves as belonging to a certain suite or hall or
apartmen.t complex. It may sound crazy to you, but
from my own college background I know it's true ... one
oftbe things one most remembers about college is the
smse of belonging to a large group or class. I think
what's rather wonderful about those lectures is that for
better or worse, when you are herded into that room
with all the other freshmen you begin to recognize
people on campus who are Freshmen. That's another
advantage of the common books; as you're waiting on
line in the dining hall, if somebody has Plato tucked
lIDder his or her arm it provides a stimulus for
conversation and for meeting one another that's more
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interesting than talking about what kind of ravioli is
being served .
What advice do you have for the Freshman class?
I guess my advice would be to have faith in the
openness that Purchase allows and try not to be so
overly-anxious about job-hunting and firm careers
that you-run off to a very highly-structured program at
another school. If Purchase had existed for me as an
undergraduate, I would have been delighted! My
creativity would have been enhanced and I might have
chosen a different profession. I might have gone into
theater. It's hard in a job-crunch era like our own not
to worry about the very real question of career. I think
Purchase is beginning to address student needs in this
area, legitimate student needs. But some of the anxiety
that is generated in students comes from factors in the
society at large over which we have very little control.
Purchase is a place to help you discover the authority
of your own voice and your own goals.
Is there anything that can be done to help decrease the
college's attrition rate?
I think that the quality of student campus life has to
be addressed. We have to find a way to get more
faculty on campus more hours per week in informal
settings. Both Jim Utter and President Grebstein have
tried in small ways to address that. Better advising for
sophomores, juniors and seniors would make a big
difference. Sometimes students withdraw without
even speaking to their advisors about their problems.
How do you feel about the budget cuts?
Well, as a member of the Budget Committee, I can
only say that we locked ourselves into isolation for two
days to try and come up with some principles that
would guide the President and his staff in making the
decisions he has to make. There's a part of me that
hopes a shell game is being played in Albany and that
there will be a restoration of monies, as in the past. But
part of me fears this budget may be for real and there's
no way we'll get out of making the line cuts and
personnel choices that it means.
You had a baby last semester. Why did you choose to.
come back to work right away?
Well, it was a difficult decision in many ways
because babies are fascinating creatures and no new
mother wants to give up any smile or sound the child

makes. I had a lot of encouragement from colleagues
both at Purchase and outside. I love my work and I
love my students. I felt a particular affection for the
students I had this fall since we had the chance to talk
about the impending event. I honestly would have
missed not seeing them through the year.
I also feel strongly that our culture asks us to break
ourselves into two parts, the public part and the
private. I wanted to see if it was possible to pull those
two parts together, to maintain my public identity
while still maintaining a loving relationship with my
child. So far, possibly because I do have a great kid on
my hands, it's worked out very well. I don't think it's a
choice that's made easy by the culture. I think there
should be much more room made for parents to
establish flexible schedules. It so happens that my
husband is also an academic and so we were able to
arrange our schedules so that we could both care for
the baby.
Does the extra work at home hinder in any way your
effectiveness as a professor?
As far as attitude is concerned, I'd say absolutely
not. I feel that the joyfullness that parenthood gives me
is something I'd like to share, and I feel that I am able
to share with my students. Obviously, although we do
have household help, there are just so many hours in a
day. I'm here three days a week and it's more difficult
for me to do the extra things like going to theater
events, that I was always able to do before. I think that
once my child is older, that won't be so much of a
problem. In general, I feel as if I have a new perspective
on life that I hope is allowing a richness of insight that
wouldn't be there otherwise.
What kind of study or work do you do outside of
Purchase?
I had a SUNY research fellowship from 1980
through 1982 which allowed melo go to the University
of Texas last summer and study their archive of Anne
Sexton's. letters and unpublished works. I have a
manuscript which I am now revising which will be, as
far as I know, the first full-length critical work on
Sexton's poetry. My scholarly research actually
overlaps with some of the reasons why I did come
back.
Continued on Pale 8
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Senate Talk-

The Cuts: What Can We Do?
By Liz Gross
President, Student Senate
Our education is in serious jeopardy.
We are faced with the most devastating
budget cuts in the history of public
higher education. SUNY Purchase is
hurting really badly. Freshman Studies
exists no more. DEO is crippled so
badly that it will limp until it dies, which
will be sooner than anyone would like to
imagine.

Carl Resek

Carlo Parravano

Was the Budget Committee
Given a Fair Hearin2?
by David Schwartz

The Faculty Budget Committee was told on Tuesday, February 1st that it had
two days to make recommendations to President Grebstein about how to meet
Governor Cuomo's request for 90 position cuts from Purchase. The Committee
refused to recommend any specific position cuts, instead making a series of
proposals for alternative sources of money. The Committee and the
Administration came into conflict on two main points: the Committee
recommended the summer closing of the Neuberger Museum and the Center For
the Arts, and a reduction in the number of deans and administrators.
President Grebstein felt the first recommendation would "invoke community
anger and disdain," and would result in only minimal savings, and that the second
proposal was unfeasible because "this institution is the most under-administrated
institution I've ever seen. Very significant development for the school is expected
from the deans - money is not saved by not having deans."
Carlo Parravano, who co-chair the Budget Committee with Carl Resek, says he
felt that the "Committee was given a fair hearing." Yet President Grebstein never
consulted with the Committee about his decisions until after they were made. On
the weekend that the plans were finalized, why wasn't the Committee consulted?
Grebstein has stated before that the reason was a mandate from Albany for
confidentiality. Yet there never was such a mandate...the choice was left up to the
individual colleges. Should the Budget Committee have been consulted more,
before the plans were finalized?

On Wednesday an emergency
meeting was called. The student leaders
from The Load. the Student Union and
the Student Senate were summoned,
and attempts were made to contact
other group leaders. .We came up with
lots of plans. Lots of plans. What was
finally arrived at was the following
strategies.
There are a number of ways ' of
attacking these cuts, and a few
popUlations to target. At this point,
attacks on our own administration are
inappropriate. All of us, professors,
non-teaching professionals, students,
and administrators must pull together
or we will end up wasting our time and
energy locking horns internally.
We, as students, are going to be
playing a major role in this, in a variety
of ways. Student letter-writing will
begin Sunday at the coffee house and
will continue all week in both the dining
hall and CCN. We must write letters.
The education you save may be your
own!!! If you are in a rush, and don't
think you have time, you are fooling no
one but yourself.
As you read this, letters are speeding
home to your parents. The letter
encourages them to write their local
legislator. Your reminder to them
would be a helpful incentive. The
essence of the letter is that we are faced
with a $550 tuition and room rent
increase combined. And, the quality of
education here will certainly drop.
The direct approach of lobbying the
legislature is being taken on February
28th. The Student Senate, in
association with the United University
Professor, will be sending a bus to
Albany. The transportation is free.
Teachers have been asked to excuse
students from class. Signups are going

Freshman Studies--------
'began to cry, saying that this was so
hard because the teachers all love their
students and their work. By this time, all
at the table were crying; hopefullness
had disappeared.
"It's not the money; obviously that's
not what's keeping us committed to our
jobs," said John Forrest as the others
shook their heads and laughed at his
comment. -"An awful lot of these
students are our friends."
"Yes," said Capo, "We've gotten so
much support from the students,
they've been really wonderful. And," as
At the Hilltop
she looked around the table, "I've never
had colleagues like this before."
~an Hunt, Matjorie. Miler, Kay
Professor Forrest agreed. "It's rare
Capo, John Forrest, and his fiancee
.Deborah 'Brancoe, sat at a table near the for Professors to sit down together and
back of the busy Hilltop Restaurant. talk about education and great thinkers.
Their faces were disbelieving and sad. ' We talk all the time about all of that;
Dean Hunt greeted us and left shortly about Freud and Weber and Woolf. I
thereafter. We sat down with them, and remember the first day of classes last
they asked how the Freshmen reacted to semester. I was telling my class that I
the news. One student who was at the live on campus and that 98% of my
lecture told them of the anger, and the friends are students at Purchase. The
sadness, and the fear that upper division \:lass seemed so shocked, as if they
programs would be cut by the time we .couldn't believe that I, being a
Professor, would have undergrads as
became Juniors and Seniors.
John Forrest said that he had friends." He chuckled as he reminisced,
but soon a shadow passed over his face.
confidence that the faculty would find
"Every time I read a good paper, I think
good jobs.
Marjorie Miller sat silently for a to myself, 'I taught that kid.' "
Coffee was served, on the house.
while, hands clasped in front of her. She
Hope crept back into their voices. They
said that all the five faculty had built the
were looking to the future. They
program; she gazed vaguely at the table.
Kay Capo looked defeated as she told expressed their hopes that students
us, "The Freshmen are the jewels of the would keep in touch with them and
work hard to get the best possible
campus. I'll miss their bright, stunning
education from Purchase.
eyes greeting me. I just hope they can
As we were walking away, they called
_mount some sort ofalternative program
out to us to say that they were going to
that will be as effective as this one was.
get together and build an alternative
The student evaluations were always so
school in Alaska. They laughed and said
good!"
that they were kidding, and that
At that point, we noticed that John
everyone would survive this.
Forrest's face was buried in his hands,
"We'll be back on Friday, as usual."
and his shoulders were trembling.
We left them talking about old times.
Deborah comforted him. Kay Capo
Continued from
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one.

realize that these are hard times and that
things are tough all over. All the schools
are getting hit.
After he dismissed us, students
gathered in the hall. Plans were made to
make posters for the campus with the
addresses of state offices.. Letters were
already being written in everyone's
mind. Many were. vowjng to be on the
bus bo'und for Albany on February 28th
to protest this serious setback to our
education.
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on now in the- Student Senate office.
It is vitally important that everyoae
understand the extent of the bud,.
cuts, and the process by which they wm
made. THIS IS THE FUTURE OF
YOUR SCHOOL. There will be a towa
meeting on Wednesday at 12:00 noonia
the Humanities Auditorium. All tM
information you need will be presented
there. Questions will be cheerfully
answered. Action will be taken. If yoII'
attendance was ever mandatory, it
should be for this meeting.
There are questions that you should
be asking, and that need serious
consideration. For three years any
student who inquired as to tbe
extension of the library hours was told
that they are understaffed. With five
positions lost, how often will thelibmy
be open? What will happen to the DEO
program? Who will teach Freshmaa
Studies, core classes? What faculty will
advise the students who are left with DO
program? What faculty member in this
school is prepared to take on an
additiona-l teaching or advising load?
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Especially important to realize is thai
.we are functioning under the last hired,
first fired system. This means that aU of
our professors hired und~r tbe
Affirmative Action guidelines, and the
programs they teach, are in grave
danger. We are losing an important part
of our education.
And what kind of protection from
rape, vandalism, and theft problem with
five less Public Safety officers.
The action that needs to be takeD
should be immediate, and 2,800
students strong. Everyone.
We are embarking on the battle now.
It is just beginning and the pen it
mightier than the sword. For us, ~e
fight is in 2 parts; right now. To try 10
get some money restored, and the
sequel: Budget Cuts II; what are ""
going to do at Purchase in case we do
get cut.
Details on other actions will be
posted and information will be
available, as it comes in, in the Student
Senate Office.
ONE MILLION DOLLARS WAS
RESTORED LAST YEAR. WE CAN
DO IT AGAIN!!

Campus in Crisis--------
Continued from page four

flaunting lower tuition fees."
Cuomo's budget already calls for
tuition hikes. With a $250 increase in
tuition, $150 in dorm fees, and a new
$25 "computer fee," annual costs for
SUNY students will rise by $425. Also,
the out-of-state tuition is scheduled to
go up $1,400 per year. This hurts
Purchase disproportionately, because
Purchase has 400 out of state students
(15% of the student body, as opposed to
a state-wide average of 4%).
What now?
Aside from the faculty losses, all
other cuts are scheduled to take effect
on March 31 st. President Grebstein
announced that there may be an
extension of this until May 15th.
Faculty cuts go into effect on August
31st. Lobbying efforts to fight the cuts
are underway, and will be discussed on
Wednesday at a town meeting (see
announcement on page one).
But in the meantime, the college must
plan for next year. An academic
program must be planned with a higher
workload for teachers, and without a
Freshman Studies program to provide
general education and skills testing. In
I September, President Grebstein had
said, "Freshman Studies is a good

beginning, a good model. Between
Freshman Studies and the Senior
Thesis, we don't have a curriculum."
The Educational Policy Meeting, a
faculty committee which discusses
academic programs, will meet
extensively this week, and in thecomiDg
weeks, to try to put together a program
which would replace the Freshmao
Studies course. The idea of "core
education," where each division wolUl
offer a general, introductory course in
its area, has been discussed and may
become a reality.
"Social Sciences is ready with such a
course," says Chairperson judith
Friedlander.. "The core idea is based on
the model of the University of Chicago
and Columbia College,and it's a good
model," she says.
Classes for next fall must be planned
by April, to allow for registration, and
other preparation. The Administration
has not-yet presented any plans to make
up for the areas which have been cut.
Carlo Parravano, Budget Committee
Co-chairmen, said "What is irrational
about this whole process is that it
followed the philosophy, 'cut now, plan
later.' We don't know what's going to
happen now."
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-SPEAKER SPOTLIGHT
Roy Innis, National
Civil Rights Leader

Creativity Lecture
Series Begins
By Caroline Howard
The Purchase Focus: Conversations
in the Liberal Arts. which began last
Thursday night with a lecture by
O'Loughlin was designed by Dr. Jim
Utter' and Dr. Michael O'Loughlin to
pro~ide a forum and opportunity for
Purchase faculty to share "provocative
themes central to all disciplines."
Lectures will be given on Thursday
nights this semester, in the
Administration Building Buffer.
The theme, creativity, was conceived
to encourage a diversity of perspectives
with an emphasis in the Natural
Sciences, Social Sciences and
Humanities. Some lectures will stress
creativity as a method of discipline,
others as the subject of a discipline.
The speakers will consider creativity
in all aspects of the Liberal Arts. They
will range from mathematics, anti
Semitism and women to divine and
human creativity. The latter topic was
the subject mater of the talk given by
Dr. O'Loughlin, Profe~sor of Literature
and co-coordinator of the series on
February 17th.
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Filmmakers DeMolI and Krelnes in Humanities Theater

PBS "Middletown"
Filmmakers
By A. Dean Bell
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On February 24th, Dr. Ed Redkey,
Asst. Professor of History, will give a
lecture titled, "Making Bricks Without
Straw: The Art of Wri~ing Black
History."
According to Redkey, "The bottom
line (of the lecture) is that writing
history is a creative art." An art that
should be corisidered on the same plane
as poetry and fine literature. Though
the writer of history is "confined by
facts," the creative process of the
historian is putting the facts together
and re-creating a life or a time period.
Continued on Page 8

During the last few years there has
bee"n increased concern among
filmmakers over the state of the
documentary form. Due to television
news, shows like Sixty Minutes and a
general shift within the industry to
video, the documentary "feature" is in
danger of becoming an antique. But
there is hope. On Monday; February
14th, filmmakers Joel DeMott and Jeff
Kreines were at Purchase to screen films
and talk about their work.
DeMott; Kreines Films is devoted to
keeping the documentary film alive as a
feature length (1-2 hours) format and in
film rather than video. Yet at the same
time they are exploring and expanding
the manner in which documentaries are
made.
There is no narrator in a
DeMott; Kreines film, the audience is
not told what to think or how to react.
Their films seek to present a subject
with as little editorializing as possible
and strive for a truly objective view. As
a result the films breathe with real life,
. the viewer feels as if a peephole has been
opened through which they can watch
the world unnoticed. What allows Joel
and Jeff to capture life as they do is a
new approach to shooting the film.
Most documentaries are made with a
crew of people; director,camera
persons, sound persons, lighting, etc.
Film lights and a large crew most often
distract the people being photographed
and create within them a sense of
"performance." Joel and Jeff, however,
each comprise an entire film crew. They
don't set up lights and the cameraperson
is recording sound simultaneously with
a small recorder attached to the camera.
By using extremely fast film stocks and
wide angle lenses, the camera is free to
follow the flow of the action and
photograph unobtrusively in natural
settings. The veracity of what their
cameras record is astounding.
Recently, Joel DeMott and Jeff
Kreinescompleted a film for the Public
Broadcasting Service's series entitled
Middletown. U.S.A., a collection of six
films shot in Muncie, Indiana. Each
film was made by a different film maker
and explored a different aspect of
Americana as embodied within Muncie.
Joel and Jeff were chosen to makea film
dealing with high school. The resulting
film, Seventeen. shocked both the
Muncie School Board and the series
corporate sponsor, Xerox. So much so
that Seventeen is the one film from the
Middletown series that has not been
aired. The opponents of the film claim
that Seventeen did not portray a cross
section of high school students, but

Br Daniel Webster
Roy Innis, a prominent civil rights
leader, and National Director of the
Congress of Racial Equality, spoke here
on February 7th.
A snowstorm delayed Innis' arrival
at the Humamtles Audlto"num, and
kept the crowd moderately small.
Innis spoke on the powers of society
that are against the black man as a
whole. He feels that society has begun to
turn blacks inward against themselves,
calling on phrases such as, " .. .if you're
brown, stick around ..If you are black,
stay back ... " and derogatory phrases
black children used against one
another, "your mother is the FBI - fat,
black and ignorant..." just to name a
few. He states that the social forces that
uphold this oppression of a race, are the
same institutions that claim to 'help' the
situation. He strongly warns us of the
three P's -the police, the press and the
politicians.
"There is a secret incognizance
between the critical institutions, like the
police, assumed almost automatically
to be right because of the crime scare in
the country." Through this Innis
maintains that the problem of crime in
white areas are publicized widely while
the black area crimes are kept low key.
The purpose of the crime scare is to give
justification to the police for any action
that takes place on the street in
connection with a crime or the killing of
blacks thought to have committed
crimes. He cites for example the killings
of a "so-called" cult in Memphis, where
eight young men were shot in the backs
. of their heads, after they had killed a
police officer.
The police might see a promotion
ahead if they brought in alleged killers
that were 'terrorizing' any upper
middle-class area, whereas if the same
black killer were to strike Harlem or
other black communities, the actual
'hunt' would probably consist of a
patrol car or two.
Anything that can be classified as
'dangerous' or 'damaging' to the white
public was publicized as such, whreas
the blacks received no such
considera tion.
The probleII! was who defined what
Continued on Page 8
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Roy Innis, National Director ofCORE, spoke her~ last week

Continued on Page 8
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Roy Innis

Filmmakers--------
Continued from Page .,

rather an isolated and minority group;
students were shown smoking
marijuana, drinking and using strong
language. The filmmakers believe that
the main r~son the film was not shown
had to do with scenes of white and black
students dati·ng. Currently, DeMott and
Kreines are trying to gain the right to
show the film.
Demon Lover Diary, which was
screened here at Purchase, is a film Joel
shot in 1975 and completed in 1980. The
documentary follows Jeff, her
boyfriend, to Chicago where he has
volunteered to photograph a low
budget, independent horror film for his
friend, Don. Joel keeps her camera
running through arguments, boredom
and even a love scene between the sound
man and an actress. Demon Lover, the
title of Don's horror film, turns out to
be an unorganized, amateur endeavor
facing collapse at any moment. The
'only thing holding it all together is Don,
who fluxuaties between con-man,
psychopath, film director, and
occasionally, a nice g~y. Throughout
the film one finds it hard to believe that
Demon Lover Diary is a documentary.
The characters are interesting, the
situations so bizarre, and the plot
formed by the making of a movie so
gripping that one would think it fiction.
What serves to remind the viewer that it
is, in fact, a documentary, is Joel's off-

screen presence. "As cameraman I
became a character in the film." Often
during a scene, Joel will interject or
someone will speak to her through the .
camera. But no one performs for the
camera; when they speak to it, they are
speaking to Joel. This is what allows
Joel to capture people as they really are;
the camera is no longer an intruder but
simply another person in the room.
Joel DeMott and Jeff Kreines now
live in Alabama, for no other reason
than that they like it there. As
filmmakers it poses some problems, like
driving to New York for film labs. Jeff
likes to drive. DeMott/ Kreines
continues to make its own films as well
as working on 'others to support
themselves. Budget cuts in grants and
foundation· support make life as a
documentarist difficult in the U.S.,
unlike Europe where the independent
film maker is a respected member of the
film community. "Our films do much
better abroad," says Joel. Where
Demon Lover Diary was rejected by all
but one U.S. film festival, in Europe it
was eagerly accepted. Hopefully, this
trend will stop and America will
recognize and support the independent
documentary film maker; saving the
documentary from assimilation by
television. One look at a DeMott/
Kreines film should be enough to prove
that documentaries deserve to be
preserved.

Continued froin Page 7

for the benefit of the blads who
exprience the problem full force, butto
the surrounding blacks and whites and
their families. He compared Reagan to
Nixon by stating that their spee.chesand
promises were nothing more than
" ...code words to white folks, to keep
the niggers in line."

was to be considered 'dangerous.' Innis
feels that the police make this definition
and in direct collaboration with the
drug pushers and other criminals, feed
the media information to lead the public
astray from the real souce of crime. In
other words, the police need the pushers
for information, the pushers need the
police for protection and the police in
turn protect the pushers. This does not
solve the problem of black crime
stricken areas, but 'contains' it.
How do Reagonomics fit into all this?
.According to Innis, Reagan does not
care for the black problem in America

Many students feel that Innis didn't
discuss answers to these manyprobleml
and as a speaker from CORE through
the Black Students' Association, he
should have addressed his lecture t~
problem-solving instead of problem
stating.

Kay Capo interview - - - - 
..
.Continued from page five
will he ever have your history, your
Se~ton i~ a forefront person inthe so
needs, your feelings exactly.
called confessional poetry movement of
And so the challenge for me is howto
the 1960's. I'm very interested in the give without suffocating, how to
whole question of confessional poetry encourage without transferring or
because it seems to me that it addresses projecting my own needs upon the
this issue of privatization vs. public child ... how to give Jamie space to be .· I
identity. The poet used ·to speak of himself and still make him absolutlely
private matters but often found a very sure that we love him in an absolute: "
public 'diom and diction to speak on kind of way. When people worry aboul
these matters. With poets like Sexton having children, it reminds. me of
and Snodgrass and Berryman and Gregory Corso's poem called
Lowell, to some extent, it seemed as if "Marriage." It's a very funny poem in
the private revelation ofselJ that which Corso at one point says, as be
normally takes place in the . tries to question himself about whether
psychiatrist's office was becoming a he should get married, "But what about
medium by which poets made their love, I forgot love."
.feelings known.

What is the most important insight that
I think that's the one element which is
you've gained so jar, in experience with most important and which is impossible
motherhood'!
to anticipate until that person comes
Continued from Paee 7
wil be asking questions, "questions I
That's a big one. I think from the into the world, but which makes all the
The talk will focus on the life of a
have researched," and hopes to arrive at
runaway slave who became a chaplain· . some tentative answers to each question moment I first saw my son which was sacrifice and all the adjusting of
about two minutes after he was born, I schedules so worth it. Any previous
in the Civil War Army. Redkey, whose
through audience participation.
specialty is Black History and Civil War "Rather than just listening, I want the was struck by and continue to be struck anxieties seem almost idiotic. So I guess.
History, found a letter of the chaplain's audience to take part in the creativity of by the fact that he is, and always will be my insight is, if people were to ask me.
separate from me. Parenthood requires "Oh god how c~n you possibly manage.
dated from April 1865. The letter
a capacity for identification and how can you retain your identitl' and
describes the former slave's reunion
emotional giving which is overwhelm still be a mother, .. I guess I would
with his mother after being sold into
ing, but at the same time, the person to answer back, "But what about love, you
slavery twenty years earlier.
.whom
you are giving it is not you, nor forgot about love."
"The
historian
creates
something
The creative aspect of Redkey's
project stems from the lenghthy process with facts. One must be both a
of finding out the whole story. "Like a detective and a story-teller.
sculptor works with raw materials or
the painter with paint, the historian
creates something with facts." With the
little bit of information available,
Monday~
28th~
the lecture by participating in .the
Redkey is recreating the life of a man
discussion.." The questions Howard will·
long forgotten, which is where the title,
deal with are the following:
"Making Bricks Without Straw,"
derives from. "One must be both a
l.Is there a relationship between
creativity and intelligence? If so, what is
detective and a story teller.:'
it?
An important aspect to note about
this lecture, to this writer's and Dr.
2.Can creativity be taught?
Redkey's knowledge, is that this is the
3.Who determines whether a
particular work of art is or is not
only official college celebration of Black
creative? This will focus on the role of
History Month. Which is WRY,
according to Redkey, Dr. O'Loughlin
the critic.
4.Are there different styles of
and Dr. Utter scheduled the lecture is at
creativity in different disciplines? For
this time.
The following week, on Mar<:h 3rd,
example, is the style of thought needed
John Howard, Asst. Professor of to produce an original work in the
will speak on
Sociology, will give a lecture on sciences different form original work in
the
arts?
creativity from a sociological
5.What is the relationship between
perspective. Howard will base his talk
on the premise that "creativity is very having a unique unusual background/
complex, there is no one definition." He experiences and originality of thought?
The use of plants to produce fuels as alternatives

Creativity Series------

February

1983

Special Lecture

Dr. M.elvi'n Calvi.n
Nobel ·Laureate in
Chem:istry
.-
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ENERGY FARMING:
to conventional fossil resources

Natural Sciences Lecture Hall, 1001
SUNY at Purchase

The Westchester-Wide Queen Esther and
Uncle Moppy Costume Ball will be held on
,l saturday, February 26th at 9:00 p.m. at CCS
Featured will be a live band,. dancing, and
plenty of wine and refreshments.
$25.00 prize for best costume

***

8:00 p.m.

Monday, February 28th, 1983
Sponsored by DNA Plant Technology corporation.
For more information, contact Natural Sciences Division.

.1

914-253-5040

!nckets are on sale for $3.00 at the Information Booth atCeN
Pon't Ddsa this speclal evening of Mardi-Gms and celebration.
For ticket info, call Fay Greenfield, 253-5047.
Sponsored by RUACH/JACY
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ARTS' .F ocus

Junior Acto__s' M oonchildren
By Richard Campbell
Michael Weller's Moonchildren was
presented last week by the Junior
Acting Company in the Dance Lab
Theater, to a small, but appreciative
audience. Labelled a comedy, the
dramatic ending created by Bryan
Foyster, as Bob, tempered the humor
with deep sorrow.
The frustrated lives and humorous
exploits of a group of university
studentslivingtogetherinaflatduring
the 1960's provides setting. Two
residents of this flat, Mike (Bob Burke)
and Cootie, (Brian Drillenger) form a
comedy team to play ruthless jokes on
their cohabitants, Ruth (Nancy A.
Wolfe), Norman (Michael Digioia),

Dick (Matthew De Gannon), Kathy
(Blair Spillman) and Bob (Bryan
Foyster). The play is clever and
nostalgic, and is deisgned more to make
one feel strongly than think about
profound ideas. ,
The entire company can be credited
with presenting these feelings well,
bringing the material to life by taking it
seriously and interpreting it sensitively.
A good part of the script borders on'
cliches and stereotypical ideas but the
ensemble produced a· strong sense of
empathy by working small tensions to
fragile climaxes and ending them with a
pleasing sense of catharsais.
Although Vietnam is an important·
issue in the play, as the disillusionment

•

GracIe· Funny but Scary
.
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with the war partly motivates the
characters' feelings of dread, insecurity
'lnd pure foolishness, the transient
nature of their relationships becomes a
much more powerful issue. The
relationships between the central
characters seem sad; much of the comic
element of the play enters via intruders
and visitors. Robert Beissel and George
Feaster did more than their share to
enliven the play by doubling in a variety
of roleS. Most notably among these
were Feaster's humorously libidinal
landlord, Mr. Willis and Robert
Beissel's nerdy encyclopedia salesman,
Ralph. The quintessence of a
moonchild appeared in the luminous
form of the space cadet Shell, played by
Adina Porter.
The production elements were
technically outstanding, and expressive.
The contrasting evening and morning

lighting, with subtle choices in colors
and intensitites, changed the character
of the record covered graffiti walls. Lisa
Shaftel's set design with its brownstone
reflecting urban blight, while suggesting
through its colored windows that there '
is some hope, was refreshing and
unpretentious. Everything from the
Beatles' "Yesterday" to the majestic
theme song for the Green Berets,
directed ones' attention to the thoughts
and emotions of the time. Special
mention should go to Susan Gomez, the
costume designer, for the great nerd'
clothes that Ralph wore, the matching
50cks and shirt for Dick,and thedirtjob
on Mr. Willis. This play is not profound
and one could easily raise the issue as to
whether or not something better could
have been found, but this particular
production was sensitive in a way that
overrides the limitations of the script.

Don't get me wrong - the arguments

It I.s the eerformances of this talented
Gracie go. The story
hne IS a pr,e tty good one, but doesn't
make one as scared of being in Jerry's
position as it could, and should. Yup, it
scared me a little bit. But boy, that could
be me trying to peddle an article
somewhere in a few years. I didn't feel'
that as much as I wanted to, though.

a~efunny. Just a w~ bit tired. Not only ~uin~et that make

did Ralph Pape wnte a play about the
televisi.on generation, but he also wrote
By Timothy McDarrah
school buddy, who is described, very
one u~mg the same characters he grew
It is easier to review a play you hated generously, by Bush as "silly." Bobby up With. Pape was obviously a big
Norman Lear fan; several Lear
(han one you liked, and it is more fun. (Wesley Snipes) is the other high school
You can write nasty things, poke fun at chum, who arrives at Jerry and Ginny's , ch~racters show up here. Kaplan is
the cast, and make snide remarks about with Catherine (Deborah Zoe Laufer), a Edith Bunker, and she does it
magnificently. Snipes is a young George
the director and the tech'licians. sleaze-pot airline stewardess in tow.
Jefferson, or an older Richard Pryor.
Unfortunately, I can't write that kind of
Pape was obviously a big Norman He is terrific. Laufer is Flo from Alice.
review after seeing Say Goodnight.
Lear
fan. Several Lear characters
Her phone number could be written in
Grack. I liked it.
'
lipstick on her back. She is an extremely
show
up
here.
I liked it, and it also scared me. After
a.ttractive person to begin with, and
alII, who likes to see themself depicted in
An unempioyed actor, Jerry has no plays the part extremely convincingly.
a miserable situation?
interest in going to a party to celebtrate If Mike Stivic never gets a job, he'll be a
Gracie is about a ten-year high school.
his failures. Steve is also a failure, as a spittin' image for Bush. And Winston is
reunion of four products of the
writer. But he does have a grand idea. ' a compilation of a number of classically
t,elevision generation, and one man's
He'll simply sell his new idea to Norman silly, inane characters. Theodore
fear of having his old buddies ask him'
Lear, Jerry will star, and look out Cleaver, Max Klinger, Chevy Chase
'how he is doing, when he doesn't have if
world. A funny argument ensues. Then vintage 1976; I mean people that make
much of an answer.
Ginny comes home from work. Another you laugh just by looking at them and
Jerry (Vernon"Bush) lives in a flat on series of funny arguments follow. thinking of what the next thing is that
the Lower East Side with his girlfriend Bobby and Catherine arrive. Now there they're going to say. By the end of
Ginny (Andrea Kaplan). Steve is just one funny argument after Gracie. Winston just has to look up to
get a laugh.
(MlIUhew Winston) is his best high another.

Also helping the play along was its
stage. It's always a pleasure to see a
performance in a small setting, and the
Lab Theater is one of the coziest and
best. Director Tony Howarth used his
troupe and the space limitations to the
fullest. There was action going on in
more than one part of the stage at times
and action without confusion is a talent
that some directors never master.
Howarth did an awfully good job
keeping the play moving, both
physically and literally.
I was glad to say goodnight to Gracie.
But I can't wait to see Winston, Bush,
Snipes, Kaplon, Laufer and Company
again.

Th~ ,~d;.~eb4t;¥Y,~3rd,· .l9~" •
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Films

Lectures

All films are in the Humanities Auditorium, unless
otherwise announced. Tuesday and Thursday films
are 11.00, and Weekend films are 11.50 for students.

Thursday, February 24th, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Vlsltlns Artists Series: MAURICE AGIS
. Sculptor. lectures are open to all, and are held in
the VA building Perception lab, Room 1019.

Thursday, February 24th, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
Hltchcoc"'s NOTORIOUS
Ingrid Bergman is at her most beautiful in
Notorious, one of Hitchcock's most romantic films.
This drama of international intrigue features
Bergman as a fallen woman trying to redeem
herself and earn the love of Cary Grant. Claude
Rains is unforgettable as the villain with a mother
complex who is trying to kill Bergman.

Thursday, February 24th, 8:00 p.m.
Creatitlwty Series: ED REDKEY
Humanities professor Ed Redkey talks about
"Making Bricks Without Straw: The Art of Writing
Black History." Part of the new Purchase Focus
lecture series, held weekly in the Buffer in the
Administration Building.

Friday, February 25th, 7:00 an.d 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday, February 26th, 9:00 p.m.
CAT PEOPLE
Writer turned director Paul Shrader's absorbing
film of suspense and horror. Natassia Kinski and
Malcolm McDowell star as the fe'line wonders.
Friday, February 25th, 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, February 26th, 7:00 and 11:00 p.m.
EYES OF LAURA MARS
An intriguing and original murder mystery starring
Faye Dunaway and Tommy lee Jones.
Tuesday, March 1st, 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
OUT OF THE PAST
.
A beautiful film noir which should not be missed.
Robert Mitchum is magnificently cheeky and self
assured. Also starring Kirk Douglas.
Thursday, March 3rd
Complete shows at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m.
OUR HOSPITALITY and MILLION DOLLAR LEGS
A comedy double feature, with Buster Keaton in
Our Hospitality, as a young lad traveling West to
claim his family's inheritance, and w.e. Fields in
the zany Screwball Comedy Million Dollar Legs,
about the efforts of the nation of Klopstokia to win
the Olympics. Two rarely seen comedy classics.
Friday, March 4th, 7:00 and 11:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 5th, 9:00 p.m.
UP IN SMOKE
Cheech and Chong puff their way through their
first and funniest film

Calend

Thursday, February 24th, 7:00 p.m.
Faculty Panel: NATIONAL SECURITY IN A
NUCLEAR AGE
AI Fried (history), Peter Bell (economics), John
Gitlitz (political science), Judy Friedlander
(anthropology), Joel Tannenbaum (environemntal
science), David Eisnehower (political science,
Manhattanville). Part of the Student Union Spring
Series on National Security and the Arms Race.
Fireside lounge.
Monday, February 28th, 8:00 p.m.
NOBEL LAUREATE DR. MELVIN CALVIN
Chemist Melvin Calvin will speak on Energy
Farming: The use of plants to produce fuels as
alternatives to conventional fossil resources.
Natural Sciences lecture Hall, 1001. This special
event is sponsored by the DNA Plant Technology
coroporation. For more information, contact
Natural Sciences Division, 253-5040.
Tuesday, March 1st, 7:00 p.m.
U.S., USSR - What are our mutual interestsl
Betty Goetz lall, Professor Cornell University,
negot-iator and participant in Pugwash
Conferences. Bruce McDonald, US Department of
State, participant in START talks. Social Sciences
Auditorium. Part of National Security and the Arms
Race lecture series, sponsored by Student Union.

,.

Friday, March 4th, 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, March 5th, 7:00 and 11:00 p.m.
WHERE THE BUFFALO ROAM
Based on the twisted legend of Hunter S.
Thompson, alias Uncle Duke, Bill Murray and Peter
Boyle travel through the world of gonzo
journalism.
Tuesday, March 8th
THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE
Tobe Hooper's crazed tale of a maniac with a pig
skin mask and a chain saw. Recently accepted to
the MOMA film collection. Bring the kids - it's art.

City Line
A guide to events in New York City

Places to Hang
.Among some interesting bars and hangoutsin
East Village are The Holiday Cocktail Loullftm.
Marks Place), St. Marb Bar and Grill (132
and McSorley's (15 E. 7th St.)
See some performance art, video and dance
Pyramid Club (101 Avenue A, 212-420-159:1),
The Kitchen (484 Broome St. 212-925-3615).
CBCB'S (315 Bowery, 212-473-9763), rrvins
(Irving place and 15th St., 212-477-3728)
(Ave. B and 7th St., no exact address or
number available. Just look for the
hanging out on the corner) feature live
bands and good slamming.
Some of the more commercial, mainstream
clubs featuring good bands include
Peppermint Lounge (15th St. and 5th Ave.)
the Cramps are recording a live albumon
25th and 26th, Danceteria (30 W. 21st), l'he
E. 11th St.), and one club a little closer to
The Left Bank (20 E. 1st St., Mount Vernon,
6618).
Have fun!

Music
All events are in the Recital Hall of the
BUilding. Free admission to the public.

Thursday, March 3rd, 11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Vlsltins Artist Series: LEO LlONNI
Artist leo lionni appears as part of weekly series.
Perception lab, Visual Arts building. Free
admission.

Theater
Thursday-Saturday, March 3rd, 4th, and 5th, 8:00
p.m.
ROMEO AND JULIET previews
Shakespeare's classic love story, directed by Gerald
Freedman, and featuring the Senior Acting
Company. Previews open to the public, prior to
March 13th opening. (There will also be previews
on March 10th, 11th, and 12th). Abbott Kaplan
Theater, Center For the Arts. Tickets are $4.00
General Public and $3.60 Senior Citizens and
students with I.D.

Thursday, March 3rd, 8:00 p.m.
Creativity series: JOHN HOWARD
Social Sciences professor John Howard gives a talk
entitled, "Taking a Newlook at Creativity," as part
of ongoing series in the Administration Buill ding's
Buffer. Open to all.

Thursday, February 24th, 6:00 p.m.
Student Recital: MICHELLE LEYDEN
NAKANO, voice
Friday, February 25th, 8:00 p.m.
PURCHASE GOSPEL CHOIR
Saturday, February 26th, 8:00 p.m.
Guest Artist Recital: KYUNG WHA CHUNG,
SAM SANDERS, piano
Tuesday, March 1st, 6:00 p.m.
Student Recital: LEIGH MARSH
Tuesday, March 3rd, 8:00 p.m.
Faculty Recital: LEYNA GABRIELE, voice

Tuesday, March 8tl), 7:00 p.m.
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND THE ARMS RACE
lester Paldy, Director of Peace Studies and
Resource Center, SUNY Stony Brook. Fireside
lounge. Pan of-Student Union's National Security
and the~rms Race lecture series.

Sunday, March 6th, 8:00 p.m.
PURCHASE CHAMBER ORCHESTRA, all
Tuesday, March 8th, 8:00 p.m.
Guest Artist Recital: PATTY KOPEC, violin
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Neuberger Museum

Announcements

The Museum II open Tuesday-Friday, 10-4, and
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5. Free admlulon.

Wednesday, February 23rd, 10:30 p.m.
LOAD MEETING: Newcomers welcome
Interested in writing, photography, design, office
work, etc.? Come to our staff meeting, in the load
Office, Room 0028, Campus Center South. We'll
discuss this issue, and give out assignments for the
next one.

Ongoing exhibits:
FLUXUS ETC.: The Gilbert and Lila Silverman
Collection
The first comprehensive exhibition in the United
States of Fluxus, a radical international art
movement which developed in the 1960's. Fluxus
encompasses satire and humor in order to poke
fun at materialism, religion, "fine art", and itself.
THE AMERICANIZATION OF THE WINDSOR
CHAIR
Curated as a Senior Project by Priscilla lowry, this
exhibition explores the stylistic development of
the Windsor Chair in relation to the growth of
industrial America.

in Manhattan
11Ieater of Harlem continues through the
two programs. The first, which consists of
anklin Pas de Deux; Valerie Bettis' A
Named Desire; and. John Taras' Firebird
presented on the 24th, 25th, 26th (matinee),
21th (evening). The second program, Swan
8ronislava Nijinska's Les Biches; and the
Fokine/Franklin Scheherazade, will be
on the 23rd, 24th ("eve), and 27th (mat.) City
:131 W. 55th Street.
Riverside Church, Jubilation! Dance
will be appearing starting the 23rd and
the 27th, in a black dance program
with current issues and black heritage.

I Dthen,Overlie
a seeming post-modern paradise will
starting Thursday the 24th and
27th.
Theater Workshop (219W. 19th St.) presents

with a twist: the Gail Conrad Tap Dance
through the 28th.

•

Academy-of Music (30 lafayette Ave.) will
Wave" with post
"Bill T. jones and Arniez Zane as well as
odd pairing of master drummer Max
and Tristano influenced pianist Connie
on Thursday the 24th thru Sunday the
How this one is supposed to work out is as
your guess as mine.
-john Gray
!time of the "Next

Cleve Gray's THRENODY
The reinstallation of 14 monumental canvases
commissioned specifically for the Neuberger
Museum's Theater Gallery. The canvases create a
meditative environment centering on the balance
between life and death and the reconciliation of
opposites, Yin and Yang.
.
Marlo Men: SPIRAL TABLE
Constructed of glass and metal, this piece measures
over 18 feet in diameter and is piled with fruits,
vegetables, and branches. Merz uses the table as a
metaphor for human dialogue and common
culture - the exchange of words and food.
Events:
Sunday, February 27th, 3:00 p.m.
CHILDREN'S EVENT: AFRICAN FOLKTALES AND
TUNES
In conjunction with the Museum's exhibition,
Carved Images: African Art from the Permanent
Collection, Barrien Fragos, story-teller and
musician, will present tales told in many African
villages. He will enliven these tales by performing
on traditional African instruments such as the
drum, kalimba, and xylophone. Free.

Attention all students on F-1 visas
If you plan to leave the United States temporarily
during the upcoming Spring vacation, you must
obtain an authorized 1-20 Form (Certificate of
Eligibility). To obtain the authorized /-20, you must
first complete a brief request form available at the
Office of Admissions. You must submit your 1-20
request between Monday, February 28th and
Friday, March 4th. Should you have any questions
about this procedure, please contact Kathleen
Donahue in the Office of Admissions at 253-5046.

Ruach announcement
COLLEGE STUDENTS TO EXPLORE CHANGING
JEWISH ROLES
Over 100 students are expected to the 4th annual
jewish Association for College Youth weekend,
March 4-6, at the Paramount Hotel where the
changing roles of jewish women and men will be
explored. Intensive learning, fun, and a shared
Shabbat experience will highlight the weekend.
Blu Greenberg and Rabbi Max Ticktin will be
scholars in residence for this event. They will
address the key issues presently confronting jewish
men and women in a rapdily changing world.
JACY strongly urges all interested students to
register as soon as possible, since space is limited.
The closing date for registration is February 23rd.
Further information is available from Hanina lasser
at the JACY Office, 130 East 59th Street, New York,
NY 10022. 212688-0808.

1_ : Rush tickets are available for all Center
IieArisewents, fifteen minutes before curtain.

February 25th, 8:00 p.m.
STRING QUARTET
world-famous quartet perofrms Mozart's
in B Flat Major, Bartok's Quartet Number
and Beethoven's Quartet Number 9 in C Major.

B.
March 4th, 8:00 p.m.
IIIlHSONIAN JAZZ ENSEMBLE
the big band style of Duke Ellington, the
era of Benny Goodman, and the be-bop of
IXzzyGillespie all il1 one evening that captures the
of three decades of major jazz figures.

.-nee

March 6th, 3:00 p.m.
IMUlARMONIA VIRTUOSI
Ilan of the 199(fs. Program includes Saint-Saens'
CMnIval of Animals. Theater A.

Friday, February 25th
R.S.V.P.
A performance piece.
One of those elusive, evanescent, Purchase
integrations of the Arts and letters and Science,
including appearances of Purchase Alumni.
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Dance Theater lab
Dress: Elegant

Saturday, March 5th
FLUXFEST '83
A day-long series of films and performances by
Fluxus artists. Presented in conjunction with the
Museum's exhibition, F/uxus, etc. Registration for
the day's events is at 10:30 a.m., in Humanities.
Fluxfilms is from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., with
jonas Mekas, artist and filmmaker, introdUcing a
selection of films by George Maciunus, Paul
Sharits; Yoko Ono, himself, and others. Flux
performances, from 1 :30 to 3:30, includes
performances by Dick Higgins, Alison Knowles,
Yoshi Wada, and others. Registration fee is only
$3.00 for Purchase students. faculty and staff.

For the Arts

1Hater B.

VAN RUNS: NEW SCHEDULE
The Student Senate van runs now offer an
. expanded schedule of runs to the city. On Friday,
there is a 6:00 p.m. and 12:00 midnight run to the
city. On Saturday, runs are at 9:00 a.m., noon, 3:00
p.m., 6:00 p.m., and 10:00 p.m. On Sunday, there is
a 5:00 run. To receive more information about the
van runs, and to make reservations, stop at the
Student Senate Office in Campus Center North.

Sports
Monday, February 28th
MEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Bard
In the gym. Admission is free.

WANT TO BECOME INVOLVEDl
This spring you can have the opportunity to write a
new student coming for this fall semester, about
your experienc.es at PUrchase. Come to the
information meeting on Wednesday evening,
March 2nd, at 8:30 p.m. in the Humanities Theater.
If you can't come to the meeting, contact the
Office of Admissions at 253-5046 for · more
information.
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A Jazz Conversation, Part Two-

Talking With Lee Konitz
And David Eyges

Sometimes I get Into tlTguments about
the relative imporllmce oj listening and
playing In a musician's career. To
peopk who SIIy "I've got to practice, and
1 don't have time to listen beCtluse I'm
wotklng . on my own thing, n I SIIy
''you're not going to ret mr«h oj a
'thing' q you don't check. out other idetlS
which can stimulate your own playing
'a nd composing." What do you thJnJc
about this Issue?
Eyges: I think I go thro\'o.1 phases. I
don't practice a great deal so sometimes
I go outand listen to music a great deal
but sometimes I feel like I have it stored.
Also, I do a lot of composing, so there
are times when I really don't want to
listen to Bther people's music very much
because I want to compose what I have
in my head. Other times I want to go out
and hear a lot of different things.
Sometimes though I might just stay
home for six months and not go out and
hear much, but then there's so much
music around anyway, the radio, the tv,
and if you live in an apartment building
you hear music from other places, so
really there's an awful lot of music that
you just hear anyway.
Konitz: But part of that listening for
me anyway, as a player and certainly as
a teacher, has to be very detailed, for
instance, in terms of knowing the great
solos. I believe especially in the
traditional development of jazz music
so that if you're a jazz player and you
don't know how Charlie Parker played
his solos or Lester Young or Louis
Armstrong, I feel you've missed a great
part of your heritage.
Audlerree: How ejjectlve do you thJnJc
the InsltutionaUud teulrJng ojJaz can
.
'Lee, you have the opposltk problem. be? Do you thlnA: that It can t . the '
,When you were coming up In the 40's lutlst to "is or her UmIt~
Eyges: Well, I don't really think
tIIId 50's It seemed tIS q every alto player
alive WtlS eltMr /tffIuenced by C""'IU institutionalized teaching of anything
P.k.er or WtI.S a direct copy oj his nyk. can take anybody to their limit,
Didyou get a lot ojjlaIcfrompeopkJor particularly in an al1, I mean being an ·
playing In your own style Instead oj the artist or being a creative person is by
.then virtually unassailable Beloop definition finding your own limit .
That's not to say that there shouldn't 1>6
"ptUty Nne?"
Konitz: To an extent. But I was a system of instruction within the
involved in the Tristano area of music university setting or that one is even
pretty much so I got an identity as part undesirable.
of that. When I went out by myself I had Clarinetist John CarIB' SIIYs that he
already established some kind of feels that America Is on about a junior
personal sound. I think I've indicated "Igh school kvelln terms ojlistening to
though that I was interested in Bird and undernandlng Jazz musk. Lee,
(Charlie Parker) as I went along more sirree you teuh (via CtlSSette through the
and more ...yet I've always felt like an mall) I WtlS wondering where you think.
outsider actually. I have to confess to people are reaNy at in terms oj their
you I didn't feel like one of the cats, you listening kvel and the seriousness with
know, that was playing the most whkh they approach Jazz listening.
contemporary accepted ' music, so if I .' . Konitz:I think it's getting more and
went out to a session I aiways felt a little , 'more serious. However, I'm going to '
bit someplace else from where the rest of Europe next month and when I'm there
the people were. That was a little bit of a I always have a feeling that they're more
serious about it there than they are here.
drag.

This is the conclusion of a two-part
interview with alto tenor great ue
Konitz, and jazz cellist David Eyges,
who performed here last semester in a
concert organized by John Gray.
By John G..y
A 10toOJ pigeon-holing Is carried on by
magazines like Downbeat as weN as
assorted other things.
Konitz: Sordid other things? Oh,
assorted!
.
And I WtlS wondering q you had/ound
the need ojcritics to categorize Hmltlng,
even though you evade so many ojtheir
categories by playing a traditionally
non-Jaz instruIMnt lIIce the ceNo, Jor
example?
.
Eyges: Well, I think any creative
person has to fight for what he's doing
'to some extent and I suppose playing
the cello in a jazz context creates some
.problems because of its lack of tradition
'but it also has some wonderful
.advantages. Since there aren't a lot of
people playing it . you can create your
own style and you don't have to refer to
other cellists because there really
weren't any devoted specifically to the
cello when I was coming up. I might as
well point out too that there is nobody I
know of who is the combination
cellist/ composerj bandleader that I am
and so that's something .that's going to
take some time being accepted but
through the recordings and concerts I
think gradually it is becoming more
accepted. It's something that's very
interesting for me to do because in a
sense it's wide open since it doesn't have
a history and a legacy like say the
trumpet or the alto saxopHone.

.
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I don't really know if they are or not but
rve been told that they are and it feels
like people are more conversant there
about the music, they have a bigger
perspective maybe because things are
further from the source. I think that jazz
music is considered by the new listener
to be a kind of classical music rather
than just a popular music form.
Eyges: I don't know .. J think jazz is
becoming more accepted in, well,
academic insitutions. I know I play in a
lot of colleges and universities and the
response at those places is almost
alway~ positive. I also think it's
impC' ' .mt for the jazz to be heard here
as well as in the clubs because to my
mind it is clearly on the artistic level-of
symphonic or chamber music which is
so highly considered in this country. I
really believe that it should be taught
and analyzed and dissected just as much
as classial music too, although you have
to keep in mind that jazz is an
improvisational art and as such you
have to make sure that you don't take it
apart so much that it loses its essence, its
spontaneity.

only forty people came ... ! can
.understand if you're talking about
going to a club and paying all that
money, but here, for a dollar, where
is everybody?
H •••

What Is your view oj the Jazz radio
sitUillion tlTound New York. now that
WRVR ha, gOM to a Country Jormat,
WYRS In StanJord has gone
commercla( and alternative stations
lib WBGO (88.3) and WKCR (89.9)
are struggNng to leap alive?
Eyges: Well, it's sort of absolutely
incredible and almost ludicrous that
there is not' one commercial or non
commercial station devoted specifically
to jau in New York, the jazz capital of
the world. That's not to say that the
other stations aren't good. WKCR
(Columbia University's station) and
WBGO are both very good. So all these
people are doing a good job within the

confines of what they cando. WeallUve
in a society though, which is, at this
moment, becoming extremely
conservative in many ways and tllia
music is sort ofthe opposite oftbat 10 I
mean it's pretty understandable that
there's not a lot of outlets in radio aDd
concerts for this music. This is wby I
think it's really important that we make
appearances like this because Ifeellite
we're introducing the music to peope
who haven't heard it before. We're
talking to people like you who are really
familiar with the music and throup
that I think people can start to see that
this is a really enjoyable music to hear.
One experience I have to say tbat I've
had doing these concerts through Meet
the Composer is that I've gone toaloto(
places where nobody knew about the
music at all, really rural places, and you
know those people who came didn't
walk in with preconceived notions 0(
what the music was supposed to be but
invariably, many, many of them walked
out having really enjoyed it. That I
think is why programs like Meet tile
Composer and government funding for
the arts is really important to continue,
as well as having jazz at the university,
etc., etc.
Audlerree: It's very SlId to see tlurttAt
","""en means SO mile", thOllflt,
because the music seems to stiIIId JOt
Itself so mru:h...
" Especially in this situation. You have
a name and only forty people came. I
.mean I can understand if you're talkin,
about going to a club and payingalltbat
money but here for a dollar, one dollar,
where is everybody?
I mean, isn't everybody supposed to
be checking out what's happening IS
part of their education. I mean bow
many seats are there in here? It'. I
Jhame. I played in a club last weekend,
:he Riverboat in the Empire State
Building, they're trying to get it starte4
19ain and they did a quick publicity
·:ampaign. There were six peopleforthc
;econd show on a Thursday night. By
iaturday the word had gotten arouDd
and the place was a quarter filled. 1
guess it depends on a lot of factors, ..
names, the time, etc., but we keep
trying...
T1umIcs.

COMING SOON.
"
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In Praise of
Purchase Students
By Prof. Phillipa Wehle
Lately I've been feeling very grateful and respectful,
and all because of some Purchase students. I want to
tell sOmeone about them, praise them, but I don't
know quite how. I fear that what I say will be too
sentimental. Still, we all need recognition and
encouragement, especially at this time of budget crisis
and "future" panic-a time when students must be
wondering if they even ha ve a future, in this crazy quilt
"reality" of worst cases and projected extinctions.
So, this will be in homage to Jeanine Botta, Charlie
Kulsziski, Lisa Padovani, Manohla Dargis and Mike
Stier who have been working incredibly long hours
(holidays, weekends, school days and nights) on a film
adaption of Tama Janowitz's American Dad. It's
Jeanine's Junior film project and Charlie, a student in
Design/Tech, is playing the son of this typically
screwed-up, modern American family. Lisa is taking
care of the sound and generaly keeping the crew,
director and players in good spirits with an upbeat
outl()ok on the world and lots of good humor and
Manohla is equally cheery in her role as Camera
Wo,man of the Western World. She's got more tricks
up her sleeve than I've encountered in a long while. A
shot calls for a dolly? Where would Purchase students
ever get such a thing on their small budgets?
Manohla, who's not even in the Film Department,
knows. She quickly hops into a shopping cart
borrowed from the local· supermarket and sits there,
knees painfully folded under her as she "dollies" in on
a medium two-shot. And she repeats this stunt over
and over again until she and the director are satisfied
with the take. Everyone in the film business knows that
making a film takes huge amount of time, patience and
energy, but it's a revelation to me when beginners
improvise, economize and invent ingenious ways to
get around unexpected problems, sticking to the task
and getting it absolutely right. I think Purchase
students must have special gifts of concentration,
probably sustained by the artist's pleasure of staying
with a problem to the very end.
Bul. ask Mike Stier. He knows. A junior in Film
"just alo ng to help out," he holds the boom, sets up
scenes, is a devoted go-for and much more. Why?
Because he wants to learn first hand about making a
film, even if that means giving up vacation time and
weekends of fun. But this is fun, isn't it?
You ask how I know that? Because Jeanine asked
me to play the mother in this film. I've never played
anything, much less a mother. I've never had to learn
lines and pretend that I am someone else-Mavis, the
poet who can't get a job even though her poems are
widely published in the best journals. But I jumped at
the chance, probably because I love the theater and

French Chocolate
Almond Truffes
By Leslie Sherr
These "Truffes Amandes" are a
traditional, old French dessert
frequently made for special occasions
and are a chocolate lover's delight.
Incredibly rich, they are the perfect
complement to espresso or any late
night, caffeine booster. Extremely
simple, these tiny delicacies require no
baking; but one will need a hot plate or
stove to melt the butter and chocolate.

Ingredients
125 grams chocolate (4.5 oz.), 100 grams
almonds, 125' grams butter, yolk of I
egg, 1/2 cup granulated sugar, 1/2 cup
unsweetened cocoa~ Optional: I' tbsp.
rum, whiskey; or cointreau.

Directions

Filmmakers Jeanine Botta, Manohla Dargis, and Mike Stier

think of film techniques as a fascinating mystery.
Thus, for me, this is an initiation. Figuring out ways
to learn lines and retain them; trying to imagine how it
feels to be another person, this is rich material for
Saturdays and holiday time, I told myself. But then I
had second thoughts: wasn't I making a fool of myself
in front of other students? Silly thought, perhaps, but
also potentially silly situation: maybe that's why I
came down with a bad case of stage fright the day
before shooting began, especially when I realized that
the success of Jeanine's Junior Project might depend
on the kind of job I did.
But Jeanine didn't seem to pave any such doubts
and that is why I give her special tribute. She has a gift.
She knows how to work with actors, even amateurs.
She makes the performer believe that there's plenty of
time to fumble and experiment with lines in the
process of coming to understand them. Even in the
face of major catastrophes, like the battery going dead,
. or my being accused (for real) of stealing a jar of.
mayonnaise in the supermarket scene. Jeanine
simply refuses to be distracted from her project. She
goes out to rent a new battery in outer Queens or
calms the suspicious store manager's excitement and
returns to the shooting. But there's more to it than
calm. This director knows how to treat actors as
specialized workers who need protection and security
in order to give their best to a role. "Above all, never
brutalize your actors," a famous French director once

said. A director--like a teacher--must. give the
impression of always being present, solid and
available. This wisdom, Jeanine knows. Not the least
bit intimidated by directing her former teacher (I, on
the other hand, felt scared and unsure ~yself), she
patiently goes over my part with me, offering
encouragement and suggestions with phrases like: "I
liked what you did there, but could you give it just a bit
more anger and really emphasize those words?" As a
result of such expert direction, I am pretty sure that
I've not failed the project.
If these students are representative of Purchase, and
jUdging from my own experience of nine years at the
college, I would say that they are, then shouldn't we be
making it known? Shouldn't we be publicizing the
special character of our students--imaginative,
inventive people, not afraid of hard work and aversity?
Perhaps it is, because our campus offers special
opportunities for such collective work in film making
or staging a play (I had a similar experience last year
with a P.E.T. production) that we have succeeded in
educating such students. Perhaps these particular
young people were attracted to Purchase in the first
place because of the opportunity to carry out such
joint projects. I'm not sure, but I do know that they are
here, and that our task, in the painful times ahead for
Purchase, is to keep them here and to sustain their
creativity and generosity.

~~~~~!
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Cooki~g
~~

refrigerator one hour, or until
hardened.
5. Mix together granulated sugar and
unsweetened cocoa.
6. With the help of a spoon, roll
chocolate mixture into small balls
which you then coat with sugar/ cocoa
mixture.
7. Brew up a pot of good-strong coffee,
and forget about your diet until
tomorrow.

Choice Chocolate
Cooking Tips

fI

Corner
~

3. To grate chocolate, use a cool, firm
bar of chocolate, grating on a hand
grater. Clean the grater often so that the
chocolate doesn't clog the surface of the
blade.

Le Poisson Mort,
mais l)eliceux
By Laurent Ehrmann
My observation ofthis campus's Fear
of Cooking motivates me to describe an
easy, inexpensive culinary endeavor 
the Dead but Delicious Fish.

I. Soften butter by removing from I. Chocolate scorches easily so always
Ingredients
. refrig er ator an hour before melt it over hot, not boiling, water. The Fish, lemon, butter, green veggies.
preparations.
water must be kept below simmering to
2. Chop almonds and break up prevent at all costs the steam from
Instructions
hitting the chocolate.
chocolate into small bits.
3. Read "cooking tip I". Melt together 2. To make chocolate curls,' use a I. Find a fish, preferably dead. Any fish
in a double boiler the chocolate and vegetable peeler with a long blade and a will do. The prettier ones taste better,
butter until smooth and homogenous. chunk or bar of chocolate. Warm but the ones with pearl necklaces are
A whisk is helpful.
_
chocolate and blade slightly. Be sure most expensive. So, in order to get a
4. Combine chocolate/ butter mixture peeler is absolutely dry and drawn it good tasting fish which is not too
with almonds, egg yolk,and alcohol. against the. smooth side of the expensive, settle for an "attractive" one.
When consistency is. even, place in chocolate.
(Don't buy "Porgies." They're from

New Jersey.) Some good choices are:
flounder ($1.90 a p'JUnd), Brook Trout,
or any trout.
2. Ask the fish dealer to clean him out. If
he doesn't, wait until you get home. If
you clean it on th'! bus, people will start
asking you about Colorado. At home,
take a knife, locate the little hole
halfway down its belly, and cut up
towards its head. With your finger,
clean' the intestine$. Rinse it in water.
The best is yet to come: place him/ her
on a wooden plate a ad "scale" it. Place a
knife at 90 degress to his body and move
the knife towards his head. Run your
finger up and down ~t to feel the scales.
This will give you an idea how to "scale
it. "
3. Put the burner on "high," put a pan
on it and add a Ittle butter. Let it melt.
At this time, you should be preparing
some veggies. Vegetables and fish are
always best! Place the fish in the pan
and squeeze some lemon juice on the
fish. The trick is 1hat fresh fish does not
need to be cooked for more than to
minutes. Otherwise it tastes like the
Jersey turnpike. And voila! Take it out,
add some more lemon to it, a little more
butter and place it gently next to your
veggies. Serve with white wine, french
bread, and Harry Belafonte!
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Andrew Cyrille's --  --.
Rhythm of Life
By John Gray'
" ... On toms and bass, he sprung with a
serpent's directness; from the cymbals,
he summoned shimmers ... Cyrille claims
descent from Max Roach ... Yet he
stretches beyond Roach's emphasis on
the kit; this night Cyrille clapped his
hands, slapped his palms against his
head, shed his shirt and played
polyrhythms offhis pectorals. Certainly
there .....ere myriad chances for the
method to fall into self-indulgence or
mere novelty, but Cyri/le avoided them
all. The effect, rather, was mesmerizing
and almost frightening in its intensity."
-Sam Freedman, Downbeat Magazine'
.. Andrew CyriJIe will be appearing at .
Purchase on Monday, February 28th at
8:00 p.m. in the Humanities
Auditorium. He will give a concert of
solo percussion music to be followed by
a lecture on the role of the drum in black
music. Tickets are 51.00 with ID, 52.00
without.
During the tumultuous decade of the
Sixties, few people changed theJace of
. black music as completely as the
drummer. A few, Sonny Murray,
Milford Graves, Rashied Ali and
Andrew Cyrille, even managed to
transform the vocabulary and role of
the drum to such an extent that their
contributions began to take on an
importance equivalent almost to that of
jazz contemporaries Albert Ayler,
Giuseppi Logan, John Coltrane, and
Cecil Taylor.
Such innovations · jettisoned the
drummer from his traditional role as
timekeeper and catapulted him into a
new role, that of equal participant.
Andrew Cyrille's career, spanning over
two decades, is an illustration of just
how powerful those changes have been.
Born in Brooklyn, Cyrille started
playing in his local church at II. At 15
he worked with a local trio. A couple of
years later, he was getting jobs with
people as diverse as Mary Lou
Williams, Coleman Hawkins, Howard
McGhee, Bill Barron, African
percussionist OLatunji, and Walt.
Dickerson, the seminal but grossly
underexposed vibraphonist with whom
Cyrille still records. In 1964 though
Sonny .Murray
the
Cecil
'
_ . departed. -from
--..
.
.
,"

.;';'_

-t"·,;~t-""

Taylor U nit for Albert Ayler's group
and Taylor called Cyrille for the job.
This was to be a pivotal move for
Cyrille, who after 15 years, on and off,
with the volcanic pianist, can now be
called ' one of Taylor's ablest
interpreters. The trial by fire quality of
.Cecil Taylor's music also furnished
Cyrille with a chance to really explore
and develop his own peI:sonal concept
of New Jazz drumming, providing him
·with enough confidence to perform and
record his first solo percussion date,
What About, on the French B4G label
in 1969.
Flushed with pride at his recent
achievement CyriJle returned to the
U.S. the next year only to find the
' situation the same as ever in terms of
recognition for black artists. He then
joined the Jazz and People's Movement
led by Rashaan Roland Kirk in an
attempt to secure bookings on
television for more jazz and black
musicians. To obtain this aim they
gained admission to various talk shows,
ie., Merv Griffin, Johnny Carson, Dick
Cavett, and with music and banners
reading, "Stop the whitewash now, hire
more black artists on tv," and "End
'pollution of the eye and ear - we demand
the termination of frozen music
·today!," they interrupted the shows,
demanding a heari.ng.

.. ,to obtain this end, they gained
admission to variow talk shows... ~
Finally their demands resulted in a
half-hour segment on Dick Cavett
where Cecil Taylor, Freddie Hubbard,
Billy Harper, Cyrille, Roland Kirk and
his wife Edith, were allowed to air their
grievances. In order to prevent having
his show interrupted Ed Sullivan
allowed Roland Kirk 'to select an all
star group to play on his show. (See
Valerie Wilmer's excellent study of New
Jazz, As Serious as Your Life. for more
details.)
After this he helped Milford Graves
found their cooperative label IPS
(Institute of Percussive Studies, PO
Box 329, Lincolnton Station, NY
10037) which has to date, thr~e allmms

-

.

of Cyrille's music, including an epic characteristic of his playing. Cecil
duet with Graves entitled Dialogue of Taylor has said that "the music is
the Drums. The other two dates serve to everything one does," meaning, I think,
document the earliest incarnations of that jazz should be, at least for those
CyriIle's present band Maono, stalwart enough to attempt it, as honest
(pronounced May-o-no, Swahili for a representation of one's life and its
"feelings"), a group which can also ·be various manifestations, ie. anger, hurt,
heard on . a series of albums for the 10ve, joy, as possible. That such
Italian Black Saint / Soul Note Label. idealism exists, in spite of the music
Even with all these projects though industry's attempts to squelch it, is, to
Cyrille still finds time to teach, an say the least, amazing. That it exists in
activIty he performs with the same the music of Andrew Cyrille is simply a
amount of commitment and energy testament to his art..

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S
HEAL TH ORGANIZATION

f
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Do you wadt to earn some extra money?

1/ you are a healthy male
between the ages 0/ 18 and 40
and would like to participate
in clinical research;
lor more in/ormation Call

The Cen~r for
Clinical Pharm.acology
914-347-3500
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A Tavernlnterlude

1~

By Eric Stull
David watched his wife walk across the crowded
billTOom floor, and didn't turn his attention
tlsewhere until she had closed the door of the ladies'
room behind here. Then he sighed, smiled, shook
his head and reached for his drink.
"She is a very beautiful woman," said a voice to
his left. A bit surprised, David turned in that
dirrcLion. It was the old man he had noticed before,
and he was staring at David with a cold, fanatical
g"dze that seemed at odds with his relaxed posture,·
slouched on his stool against the bar. There was beer
foam clinging to the old man's moustache, and as he
licked it away he seemed like an old, stray dog
maddened by starvation, pathetically interested in
the rrw stray scraps of the feitst that David might
drign to throw him.
Dcspite this impression, David strained to sound
civil in his reply . After all, the man had
romplimented his wife. "She is indeed," replied
Dav id.
"Ah, good," said the old man, carefully taking his
ryes off David like a fisherman unsnagging an errant
hook from the jacket-front of a passerby. "I like a
man who knows what he has and appreciates it. A lot
of men might have grumbled something indistinct
and shrugged their shoulders as if to say, 'Oh, is she?
Well, I could have better, if I would.' But not you.
"Iber(,'s none'pf that pretentious, boastful arrogance
about you.·' The old man grinned and nodded, and
turned his gaze back to David, as if expecting a few
words of admiration to be expressed concerning this
penetrating analysis. David turned his head half
aslant and gave the old man the eye. He sure was a
quccr old bird.
The old man caught his look and said, "Ah: good.
You're a little wary, I understand. A good thing, a
lillI!' prudence. A lot of fellows would fall right in
with me, right now, they would. But you're
thinking, who is this old man? And how's he know
so much about me?" The old man looked at David as
if expecting an answer to his questions. David
shift ed in his stool "Ah, I've made you uneasy,"
rontinued the old man . "But don't worry. I don ' t
mr:lIl any harm by it. I like your kind of people-
good, honest hardworking folks, you and your
wifc." .He swivelled abruptly in his seat and
motioned broadly with his drink at the various
JX'Oplt· collected in the saloon. His voice rose from a
mu mble to a clear, ringing voice that interrupted
more than a few conversations in that milling
crowd: "It's these sons-a-bitches that should worry. I
Gm trlI you every goddamn thing they're thinking.
And ooy"--here his voice dropped down again to a
ronspiratorial whisper--"they're monsters. Every
furking one of 'em." The old man's voice jangled
with a breathblown ribbon of phlegm deep in his
throat. He coughed, then with lowered head, and
raisrd his gaze questioningly to David.
David shifted again in his seat and looked to the
ladies' room . "Ah: I understand. Yes," said the old
man. He looked again to the bar, to his beer. "Well,
you don't hear it like I do. In a place like this ."
·nle old man twisted his beer mug around and
around in his wrinkled. gnarled hands.
David stole an uneasy glance at the old man,
whose eye darted to his own like a snake pouncing
on a field mouse. David again looked to the ladi es '
room.
The old man grinned widely, his head still
inclined towards the bar. "Ah," hesaid, "good. She's
abrautiful woman . I don't blameyouatall." Across
Ill(' room David's wife came out of the bathroom.
··Not that screwing a beautiful woman is a
blanlt'worthy act in any event." David's wife stood
by the ladies' room door, pausing a moment to
discern the best path through the crowd to her
husband. "I'd screw her myself, if I were twenty years
younger." She started through the crowd.
The old man turned to David. "That's what you're
thinking, isn't it? Well, isn't it? "
"Are we ready?" asked David's wife as she came up
to him.
"Yes, let's get the hell out of here, " said David
hastil y, tucking the coats under his arm. H e began to
plol\' through the crowd, holding her hand .
"Why, what 's the matter?" she asked as she was
lowed along.
The old man followed her diminishing figure
with his eye, his all-encompassing eye, then snorted.
He turned ba ck to the bar.
"Bartender, another beer," he said.
"Not for you, Pops," said the ba rtender.
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After the Blizzard
By Linda Lennon
students who still worked, drank,
or heard the Beaux Arts Trio they already had tickets
for,
shuffled a network across the platform, connecting
the brodering buildings
as ants, sandwiched between sheets of plastic in their
Farm,
burrowed through white sand.
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Story Proposal
for
Film Director's
Workshop
By William ]. Taylor

by jan halaska
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by carolyn lawrence

OCe'an Parkway runs for a boutt wenty milt'S along
the' North Shore of a thin strip of land that holds
some' of Long Island's less popular be'ache's. At abut
five' or six in the the e'Ve'ning, all the' sun worshippers
have' gone home' to either fix dinner or comr>lain
about their sun burns. As the' sun sets on the right,
and the' car is safrly going straght at fifty miles per
hour, it's hard not to keep from looking around at
the' beach front houses, boats and rabbits that keep
the driver company along the now de'se'rted ro;ld.
Toby and Mark drove' along the road to a deserted
be'ach. It was Easte'r Sunday and they we're both
home' from college for the' day. Mark was from "nl('
Island" and Toby was from out of state. It would
ha\'e bee'n 100 far for Toby to make a one-day trip
home. so Mark. without even a hint to his parents
just brought Toby home.
As the'Y ,,,ere driving along the road. they talked
about school and home and how much they bOlh
liked uncrowded beaches. It would besummrrsoon,
and the)' both hoped they could hit the beaches a
little more than the previous summers.
Suddenly. a rabbit jumped out in front of Mark's
car. There was a thud and a crack: anclthal lI'a~ it.
" Pull oVe'r, pull OV('l' , " Toby cried, "wehavrlOS("('
if it' s all right."
As ~Iark' pulled over on the grass, he tried 10
explain that it would be useless to go back , iLS Ih('
rabbit was surely dead. Toby just kept saying thai
she had to make sure, that maybe justtherabbit'sl(,g
was hurt.
They walked the' hundred or so yards from th r C(lr
to the rabbit i"n silenc~, When they got there, Toby
looke'd down at the rabbit and started to whimpC'ra
lillie. Mark also looked down, but h(' didn 't know
what to do , so 11(' just held his hands at hissidrand
looked back up at Toby and the sunset behind h('r.
Thr rabbit was just fur, guts and blood. Its h('ad
was all crushed and one of its legs was shaking a
lillie. It was de'ad.
Toby pulled a napkin from her pocke't and blew
her nose'. Mark tried to think of something to say,
After all, the rabbit was dead. Thrre was nothing
they could do about it. There were millions of other
rabbils on the Island and this one wouldn 't maK('
much of a difference. The be'st thing 10 do W(lSjusl
drive' off and forge't about it. Mark knew, of wurs(',
that these w(')"e none of the things that Toby wantrd
to hrar.
.
"We'll," Mark slarted, "we might as well ge't on 10
the beach."
Toby looked at him a momellt, and blurted out,
"Don't you fe'e1 anything for it? How can wr go to
the beach now?" He' watched as she ran back 10 thr
car.
"Now what," he said out loud. Why does a stupid
accide'nt that you're not re'sponsible for, havr 10
wreck the sunset? He knew it would be useless to
e'xplain it to Toby. Sometimrs people' just don't
understand things.
He walhd up to the car and saw her leaning-auto!
the window, He kne'w he had to do some'thing, bill
he didn't know what. He' had to make just onr
'gesture that would be inte'rpreted as an act of fe'c1ing.
It was difficu It to dig a gravcforthnabbit with th!'
snow shovel from the trunk of his car, but it seemed
like the only thing he could do. Whrn it was
finished, he wiped the' dirt from the shOVe'l with his
sneake'r and walked back to the car with the shovel
over his shoulder.
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Letters
We're Not an Ivory 'Tower

To the Editor,
In Attacking the Solomon Amendment, Cary G.
Rubin stated: "Universities have long held a special
Whether or not theAdministration would have if each division - the three Letters and Science status as an institution apart from the State and the
been able to save either the Freshman Studies divisions, and the four Arts divisions, each self-interest of the politicians." As a former anti-draft
program, or the DEO positions, ' is a hard offered a core class? Each division could decide activist, I am horrified by such naivete.
question to answer. What is clear, though, is that what it felt a student should know - in music, in
When I taught at the University of Hawaii, I
the loss is real.
science, in dance, in theater and film, in literature. . attempted to heighten student awareness about the
With the elimination of Freshman Studies, we
The Social Sciences department is ready, we draft issue; for reasons too numerous to describe here,
lose a number of things: five outstanding young hear, with this type of course. If each division had the results were pathetic.
Only by our understanding the university as a para
faculty, inCluding the only three faculty-in such a course, and it was made m~ndatory for all
State,
to cite Felix Guattari- (or Italian psychiatrist
rnidence on this campus, an advising program, . students in the college, Purchase would have laid
currently living in France); as an apparatus by and on
aad a place to test writing skills. Most the framework for a special, and unique the side of state power-all the while proclaiming that
importantly, though, the college loses one of the education, one which would encompass the its language is only constative,never performative;
few elements of curricular structure that it ·has. liberal arts as well as the fine arts and performing only so, can he determine what, if any means of
As.we have stated many times before, Purchase arts.
counter-power are available to us.
Jacks a sense of community, a sense of
Such a step would mean a radical change. No
Sincerely,
cohesiveness. In many colleges, such as Columbia longer would Purchase be a school of separate
David D. Blanchard
and the University of Chicago, to name two, departments. Economics students would find
Port Chester
frahmen and s9ph<>mores take required "core" themselves in leotards. Dance students would be
cJasses. These classes give no choice; the college discussing Marx. And so on.
To the Editor,
bas decided that Homer, Plato, Shakespeare, and
Does Purchase want ' this change? This
This letter is written in reaction to the article on the
Dostoevsky must be read by anyone who wishes .question must be answered soon. Within the next
back
page of your most recent issue. This article,
to graduate.
.
six weeks, courses will be planned for next Fall.
written by Beth Schoenholtz,. .pertaining to her'
The college thus shows that it has a sense of Without a strong, cohesive replacement for the
. converstatlOn WIth the spool on the lawn, took me
where it wants the students to go, a sense of what Freshman Studies program, there will be no back to my Ranger Rick and Highlight Magazine
makes up the framework for a liberal arts unifying.element to the Purchase education, until days. This degrading and intellectually appalling piece
education. This model of "core" education also the Senior Year. And if such an element is not of so called "college" journalism, makes me wonder if
gives the students a sense of belonging to a found, it will be an increasingly large number of The Load has any credibility as a legitiamate
1Cbolarly community.
students who don't hang around here until that publication on a mature level. Aren't there any other
topics of importance that The Load feels are worthy of
Purchase is ideally suited for this model. What senior year.
discussion, i.e., lack of SOCIal actlvlt~s, lack ofconcern
for student safety, etc.
Sincerely,
Whitney Ransick
If ever Purchase needed leadership, it is now. preserved at all costs.
The administration's budget cut plans, though,
Yet there is, unfortunately, little faith or trust
among the faculty in their, and our, provide no .positive statement. Programs have To the Editor,
I have been at Purchase for three and a half years
administration. In personal conversations, been cut, but with no replacements offered. What
offhand remarks, and, recently, in the form of a will the college offer in the way of general and the February 9th. '1983 edition of The Load is the
letter from the faculty to the administration, education? What should become of the DEO very best one that I have seen published - by far!
The content is great-even with difficult subject
tberehas been signaled a very clear message: a program?
matte~
- the layout is excellent - and it reads like an
Consultation is extremely important. When
1arge .part of the college community either
intelligent
and professionally produced piece of work.
disagrees with where the administration is the administration decided it was going to cut the
My congratulations to you and the staff of The
leading the college or, more frequently, has no Freshrrian Studies program, how come, at the Load.
idea where the administration is leading the very least, the Budget Committee wasn't called in
I am proud of the newspaper, and that is something
and warned of the possibility, and perhaps given I could not always say.
coUege.
ten or fifteen minutes to make a response? How
Sincerely,
What is needed are two things: come the President and the acting Director of
Nathaniel H. Siegel
communication, and positive statements. The the DEO program didn't exchange words all
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Budget Committee's recommendations to the year, until last week, when half of the DEO
•
President were, though not entirely helpful, and faculty found their positions endangered?
not always realistic, at least a positive statement.
We will not claim that the Administration is Dear Editor,
The Committee asserted the prime importance of making wrong choices. We will claim, though,
I am a prisoner on death row at the Arizona State
undergraduate ed uca tion and academic that the faculty, and the students, wish they were Prison and I was wondering if you would do me a
programs as the very heart of the college, to be more involved in the decision-making process.
favor. I have been here for quite a while and I don't
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1 have any family or friends on the outside to write to so
what I was wondering is if you could put an ad in your
campus newspaper for me for correspondence.
Smce 1 don't know uyou have an actual newspaper,
I will make a small ad and then if you have to change it
around or anything go ahead and do what you need to.
t>eath Row prisoner, Caueasianmale, age 35, desires
ability or sensitivity of a group. Indeed, those who are
By Eva Papp
correspondence
with either male or female college
most susceptible to such social influence are the least
students. Wants to form some kind of friendly type
Many are the times I've had to struggle wftfi. the likely to contribute new and stimulatling direction to
relationship and more or less just exchange past
reality of man's ability to cause pain to his fellow man. any movement. Yet it is just this SOCIal group which
The acuteness of the dilemma is particularly felt when will be looked upon for guidance, solely on the basis experiences and ideas. Will answer all letters and
exchange pictures. If interested write to Jim Jeffers,
affronted by the stacked and rotting bodies of of their domination.
Box B-38604, Florence, Arizona, 85232.
teIcvized Nazi brutality, or in the reading of
The repercussions of such shoddy leadership are
Solzhenitsyn's Gulag Archilpalego. In these instances quickly evident. The individual members cannot grow
Sincerely Yours,
cI political violence, the destruction of humanity is in any creative direction outside the clique's
Jim Jeffers
arossIy overt. Yet there is a parallel in the social arena esta blished parameters. Because of this, the group as a
where the individuality of the many is sacrificed by the whole suffers in that it becomes static and non
mandate of a few, bearing with it significant productive, existing merely to shelter its members
Dear Editor,
from a changing reality they cannot respond to.
consequence.
Congratulations on a very fine issue of The Load.
But not only is the clique affected: because of its
Social authority is hardly achieved by the same
The information about the -Governor's budget, while
IIICtbods governments have been accustomed to use, domination, it exerts additional pressures. On the
disheartening for all of us, was very clearly presented,
aamely suppression of opposition and force. Instead, non-participants, a silent envy manifested by an
and the reviews of Fluxus and Threnody were very
!be subtle tactics of intimidation and lack of group fmitation of the group's work, and in the non
impressively
done ... and are a tremendous help in
acceptance have been wielded to the same effect, conformists, a sense of disgust and disillusionment.
spreading a greater understanding about art to the
allowing those versed in such maneuvers to firmly Herein lies the proliferation of trends or the
Purchase community. An old sixth grade teacher once
.disproportionate need to react against them, with both
atablish themselves at the front.
said that school newspapers are free universities. I
Once entrenched, the group begins to attract and a waste of time and energy.
agree. Your recent issue backs up this view!
Wherever there is domination of the individual by a
elevate those who profess to hold to the same ideas. In
Ibis way a following gathers, adding force to the select group, stagnation sets in, whether it be political,
Sincerely,
Suzanne Delehanty
'social or artistic circles. Like gangrene, it affects a
expanding social clique.
Director, Neuberger Museum
Now. size has never been a reflection of the talent, deadening of the body's members.

Astute Criticism Dept. .

Who's in Charge Here?

An Unlikely Fan Letter

From AVery CaptIve Reader

A Student Viewpoint-

Beware the Dead and Dying

Bad News, Good Newspaper
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photos by Tim McDarrah

WHY CUBA?
By Timothy McDarrah
Timothy McDarrah, Dinah Gieske
and Valerie McGahee will be presenting
a slide show presentation on February
22 at 8 p.m. in the Cappucino Lounge in
Campus Center North on their recent
trip to Cuba. Everyone is invited /0
at/end.

Che Guevera mural on the offices of the Central Communist Party,La Rahana

I went door-to-door through
snow and attack dogs in five states for
Ted Kennedy in 1980. My parents took
me to peace marches and Civil Rights
Demonstrations in Washington D.C.
when I was in a stroller. I substribe to
Mother Jones magazine. When the time
came, I did not register with Selective
Service. But when that plane from
Havana touched down at Miami Inter
national, shit, was I glad to be back.
Going to Cuba was a sobering, sur
prising, and fascinating experience. The
first question people ask is, "Why
Cuba?" More or less , because it isthere.
And because I wanted to know we
Americans are so ignorant about this
forgotten country which lies just 90
miles from our shores.
In my 10 years in New York City
public schools, I can't remember learn
ing a thing about Cuba. Castro was a
footnote , as was the Bay of Pigs, to
lessons on the intellectual and patriotic
prowess of JFK. American-made maps
just have blue sea where Cuba is sup
posed to be.
I knew nothing about Cuba. Yes, the
Yankees and the Dodgers used to play
exhibition games there, Teofilio Steven
son is a great boxer, Russia is an ally
and there was some sort of commotion
a bout Castro cleaning out his jails three
years ago and Carter got mad, but for
all intents and purposes, I was in the
dark. So are most of my peers. Could
you speak intelligently on, for instance,
Jose Marti's influences on Castro for
more than two minutes? I went to Cuba
because I wanted to see the reality
behind the ignorance, uncertainty, and
myths about Cuba. The following are
passages from a journal kept while I was
in Cuba.

January 14, 7 p.m.
First impressions are many. First of
all, this place is in a time warp: 1983?
No. 1959? Si. The bus ride from Jose
Marti Airport (a story in itself!) clearly
displayed today's Cuba, or so I think.
havng been here for the better part of
three hours. It is a tropical climate.
Palm trees and lush greens are every
where . However, so is poverty. Nothing
has been touched in the past two
decades. Wherever there is paint, it is
peeling.
The cars are dilapidated 1957 Thun
derbirds, and grimy Russian-made
sedans, with astra y Volkswagen or Fiat
cruising around. But there aren't many
cars here. Buses dominate the streets
cape. Square and ancient, they drag
race with the jeeps, fitted with neatly
attired military officers.
I can't compare the buildings to any
thing I've ever seen. In the more rural'
area leading into Havana (or Labana, as
it is pronounced here), there are old
mansions. They have not been main
tained since the original owners (Meyer
Lansky? Joe Columbo? Cuban impe
rialist pigs?) fled the country in 1959. In
between the stately hovels are blocks
that look like a South Pacific Appala
chia. Stucco homes with clay roofs, sin
gularly beautiful, lie in various states of
disrepair with goats in the yard, child
ren, dressed in rags, tending gardens
that grow where great lawns once were
mowed by the se"rvants.

January 16,3:25 p.m.
Folk 10 rico Dance Festival, La Rahana
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The military is very much a part of

Cuba. They are all over the place. I am see, ou~ friends didn't want to go to La
ldting less edgy when I see them, Bod, as it is called, because it is essen
because they are everywhere, an integral tially a tourist place, and they couldn't
part of Cuban life. There doesn't seem be seen with tourists. (There are more
to be much in the way of civil service tourists in Cuba every year. Mostly
here. Instead, it's armed militia. They from Russia and Eastern Bloc coun
are sometimes polic..:men (there are oth tries, but a lot from Canada, Mexico,
ers that are specific~lly the police), fire and South America, too.) According to
men, sanitationmen, the men who come them, if a Cuban is seen with a tourist
in the oil trucks and fill up tanks for and stopped by the military three times,
they can be thrown into jail and questi
buildings, and guards at museums.
Cuba is centralized; the government oned. Remember, there ain't no Bill of
is present everywhere. How much con Rights in Cuba. So it was okay for them
Irol is there? We ate at five or six differ to join us at El Patio, because it is not a
ent restaurants in Havana, and every known tourist spot. We asked them if
sing/tone a/them had the same designs they were scared of the possibility that
on tht plates. The same silverware. they had been seen with us that day, and
There is no competition between stores they said no, although not with all of
toattmet customers. I never got used to their hearts, I thought.
seeing t~e same bottle of rum for the .
January 18, 10:15 a.m.
same price not only all over the city, but
We ran into our friends again on the
out of it as well. The hotels are part of
street corner outside of our hotel. They
one government controlled, though pri
all had letters for us to send to people in
vately operated, chain.
the United States. Hmmm... Turns out
that these Latin lovers can't write to the
January 17, II a.m.
We got off the bus on the outskirts of United States without their letters being
Old Havana, at the corner of Paseo de opened. Sometimes they are not even
sent, and their names go on some master
Marti and Dragones, right across the
list somewhere. They gave us the letters
street from Parque Centrale, and next
unsealed, and told us to read them
to the old capitol building, modeled
before we sent them. We laughed, and
identically after the U.S. capitol in D .C.
sealed the letters in front of them. They
The park was European in design, and
were aghast.
quite attractive. Fountains, statues
(including one of Abe Lincoln), and
January 19, 11:30 p.m.
noral arrangements lined the pathways.
So this is how it used to be. Now I
Cuba is a very clean country, by the
know why Barry Manilow calls some
way. No iitt,r on the streets, no ~hit on place the hottest club north of Havana.
the sidewalks. The homes, though, were
We are at the Tropicana. I half expected
in shambles, as we walked towards the
to see Mickey Mantle, Whitey Ford,
Memorial Granma.
and Billy Martin at the next table get
We got to the Memorial (the Granma
ting drunk, arid a short guy with a black
is the boat that Castro attacked Cuba
suit and a big belly yelling into a phone
with from Mexico) and the Museum of
'" hl)ut a horse. A night club in the true
the Revolution. The Museum is situated
in a lovely spot. It is a big, Gothic mon
strosity that sits at the end of a prome
nade overlooking the sea. It was
Batista's house until he was removed.
The Museum was closed, but we met
some young Cuban men who escorted
us around the Memorial Granma. First,
however, guards asked us to leave our
cameras and notepads at the entrance.
Probably not unlike the Frick Collec
tion, or any other snobby U.S. institu
tion that doesn't allow photos, although
that is the rule, rather than the excep- .
tion, in Cuba.
The displays included various pieces
of planes, tanks, and jeeps, that Castro
,had used to win control of the country.
Some of the displays, though, were a
little bit, well, jilted. For instance, we
saw the tank from which Castro him
self, the Jefe, (chief) personally shot
down several American planes during
the Bay of Pigs confrontation in 1961.
January 17, 4:45 p.m.
We couldn't get into the Bodeguita
del Medio for a meal, because they close
up in the afternoon. That's Heming
way's old haunt. But we did have a
snack with our Cuban friends at El
Patio, on Cathedral Square.
"Mr. Imperialist.
It was quit interesting, actually. You

Las Vegas style, but this is really state of
the art. The costumes, the music, the
rum and general ambiance. The Tropi
cana is out of doors, and there are lights
from the palm trees, and the stars
above.
I learned something interesting here,
too. This evening, which cost me $15 for
round trip transportation Trom the
hotel, two shows, a table right next to
the stage, with a big bottle of rum on it
for the six of us and as many cokes and
ginger ales as we wanted would cost a
Cuban native a third of that.
The economicsitution in Cuba isn't
so good. The country doesn't have a lot
of money to spend on paint. And even if
someone does have a lot of money, there
isn't anything to buy. Food is rationed.
Not becuse it is in short supply, but
because the government wants everyone
to have the same amount. There are no
car dealers, or even hardware stores, or
Woolworth's in Cuba. People don't'
have much; but they are given a lot..
Rent is free. The government tells you
where to live, though, and there is a
severe housing problem. Very few peo
ple have cars, but the buses cost a nickel,
their routes are extensive, and they run
all the time.
January 20, 10:25 a.m.
We run into our friends, who have·
still more letters to deliver to the U.S.
They are young men, all of them. They'
are the class that is dissatisfied with
Cuba . They look at our Western clothes
with envy. They look at their smuggled
designer jeans, and worry a bout how
they'll repair them if torn. Cubans are
allowed two pairs of pants a year 
women 4 yards of cloth for dresses.
Travel is restricted to Eastern European

countries. It is a very controlled society,
and the younger set doesn't like it.-They
don't see their homeland getting better.
They don't see their work efforts result
ing in a better life.
The older folks, however, have differ
ent feelings . They know how it used to
be. They realize that now everybody
eats. Everybody has a job . Everybody
has a place to sleep at night. It certainly
isn't an affluent way of life. But they've
been through worse.
January 21, 6 p.m.
I look out the airplane window and
say adios to Cuba. Final reflections? On
the positive side, the place is safe . There
is no crime. But then again, no one has
anything worth stealing. Overall, the
country has a long way to go . It has
made great strides in the past few years,
as noted by fellow travelers who were
making return trips to Castro's island.
Conditions are better all around, it is
easier to get around within the country,
and more services arc being proivded.
Personally, I like what they're trying to
attain there, but I think that human
instinct and competitiveness will
prevent it from ever becoming reality,
anywhere.
January 21, 9:30 p.m.
Here we sit in Wendy's on Route 1 in
Coral Gables. We just asked a women
employee why she was throwing away
the big bowl of lettuce at the salad bar.
Because it was getting wilted, she
replied, and rummaged throllgh the
bowl for a piece of brown lettu\:e. She
gleefully pulle'd a slightly discolored
piece out from the bowl, and held it up
for us. She then proceeded to empty
enough food to feed a family of s;x into
.the trash can.

Schoolchildren, La Habana

we hold absolutely no fea~ ofyou, ': across street from old U.S. Embassy
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The Enquiring Photographer

What do you think of the budget cub?

By Caroline Howard
Debbie SchwartzIt seems like they want to do the
school in anyway. so why don't they
come right out with the wrecking
balls and the plows. But it's really a
complicated situation. Cuomo is
just doing a sweep and we happen
to be in the way of the ax.

Chris GrlmmIf the budget cuts go through flr
next year. we will lose IlIII1J
excellent professors and thelf
classes. This will put a great stram
on such a smallliber::s.... rtseol!egd
larger university could easllJ
absorb them.

Adam Brightman-

Besides the obvious bad effects. it
may be the push that is needed to
mobilize the Purchase Community
into a coherent political force.

Ellen Reich
The debutantes won't come here
anymore.
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To Jenny
Hoping she'll be here next year to read
The Load for herself.

PURCHASE STUDENTS UNITE! LET'S
FIGHT BACK! RALLY AT ALBANY ON
FEBRUARY 28th!
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To Everyone who was kind enough
to help pay for your mother's
operation-THANKS A LOT! It was a
success.
tI'
Love and Kisses, ~
Your Mother's mother and friends ~ ~
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LIVE ROCK TAPES!
tired ofllstenlng to the same old muslc?well.
here's something new! we have high quality
live recordings of all yourfavorlte groups and
single artists. including some live Imports
and rare tracks. wr1 te box 1717 for a catalog
or call 253-5368.
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Hey, Choom:
o >. 0 C'Cl .....
..
..... C'Cl U) ..... -0
I love you swell. I think of you swell.
S-W.L-HELLOI......
-<.,)C'Cl.!>i:---:Q)e004
yaaaaahh.....honey. I try.
Q)ClJQ)<.,)
~
. . . =s . . . tJ~
Love, :r:'O'O..c~.!>i:
Your Gila Monster,
Q) C'Cl U ..... C'Cl 0
Sexman, Mugular Jazz
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This issue is dedicated to Katie We love her even though she's
gone
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Ground ControlYou're a good shit. Fuckaduckl
~orTom

She,
Now that we conquered
Little Beaver and Mixing Bowl,
the next is Jaws of Death I

The Load, FeburaIy 23rd. 1983
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MIDGE
SO, WADAYA THINK-A
SUNY POOR CHOICE? - THE GREEK
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Jack Migger. no. er. Jlck Magger. no. Mlck ~'St
~S!~
Jagger! Mlck Jagger was at the Annual
-s~1I3°
Rolling Stones Bash at our house. Everyone
c:I .. -2 !! 1:1 .~ III u
Rolled with the Stones, but someone stole the =oc::a.~-c:l""·
Tumblin' Dice!
"III
SI-IUIIUU
Help I
..,Jc:I .... ~.!
PARANOIA STRIKESI EVERYWHERE I .sU~c:I-Ollal,&
nJRN HESITANTLY, IN FEAR OF BEING
;1" c;~~
CAUGHT BY 'DIEMI OH, NOI I HAVE TO "CIiJ.I:!O-III" ....
GO NOW... SEE YOU LATER... I HOPE...
~ c::a.~13:;
The Wandering Weirdo
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Magic and
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HEY RASTA MAN!
lOVE YOU!
-JOGlO
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One (1) week forblddeD from the cIDIa
One week without the casual contact.
the various weirdos I have come
as my friends. ARRRGHI P.G. is a bitdL

